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Part I. Introduction
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1. Background

This is a study of innovations and of the way in which innovations are
reflected in the behaviour of individuals and groups. The problem
will be approached from a limited viewpoint, that is to say focused
upon innovations of products in specific sectors of supply and demand.
The question of innovation and the way innovations are reflected in
human behaviour is nevertheless much wider. There is hardly any
area of life which is not essentially characterised by change and in-
novation and where assimilation of and response to these innovations
is not one of the major problems.

Since development on the one hand and the effectuation and assimi-
lation of innovations on the other are almost synonymous, we believe
this study raises a real problem. The narrowing of the problem to the
development and presentation of new products and their acceptance
or rejection leave two essential dimensions within the general problem
untouched: innovations can be defined in terms of their objective
complexity and properties but at the same time the significance and
effect of innovations are conditioned by their acceptance. This applies
to social innovations and also to product innovations. Hence closer
analysis of acceptance of new producls and the conditioning processes
acquire a significance which is not limited solely to the fields of mar-
keting and consumer behaviour.

Questions such as `what are innovations', `who are the people who
accept innovations first' and `how are innovations diffused or how
are they blocked and what mechanisms are involved in this?' can be
posed in this or analogous formulations for many fields, the answers
to which may be important in obtaining greater understanding and
knowledge of the more general phenomena of change and develop-
ment.

There is no need to point out that the analysis of acceptance of
new products is particularly important within the limited framework
of a micro-economic problem. This can be indicated in two ways. In-
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novations are a crucial part of modern marketing policy. The position
a company will occupy tomorrow often depends on the innovations
developed and presented today.

Many, if not all, companies depend for their future growth on the
constant introduction of new products, in order to compensate for loss
of sales and~or deterioration of profit margins on older products in
the range (in terms of product life cycle) and to achieve the growth the
company needs (Booz, Allen and Hamilton, 9, and Hopkins and Bai-
ley, 33). This applies not only to producing companies, but also to
distributors (Glazenburg, 28). According to research by the National
Industrial Conference Board in the usn, the introduction of new prod-
ucts and services is expected to become of still greater importance in
the future as a source of business growth (EMM, 49). The following
figures will give some indication of the importance of new products in
the foods industry:
a. `Distinctly new products' introduced since 1958 account for 22 010

of 1964 sales of six companies with a rapidly growing turnover
(increase in 1964 turnover over 1958 is 43.3 qo, and of this
72.7 01o is for `distinctly new products') and 8 0l0 of the 1964
sales of five companies with a slowly growing turnover (increase
in 1964 turnover over 1958 is 20.3 010, and 47.3 qo of this is for
`distinctly new products') (Buzzell and Nourse, 11).

b. Of the expected growth of sales in food products in the period
1963-1967 in the usn, it is estimated that about 50 qo will come
from sales of new products introduced during this period (Booz,
Allen and Hamilton, 9).

Innovations are important in marketing policy not only in a positive
sense but also in the sense that they constitute a clear element of risk:
failure means losing capital and ultimately erosion of operating poten-
tial.

Very varied figures are given for the failure percentage of new prod-
ucts, from 20 qo to as much as 80-90 0l0 (Buzzell and Nourse, 11,
and Glazenburg, 28). These percentages are, of course, greatly in-
fluenced by the definitions each author applies of `failure' on the one
hand and `new products' on the other, besides which there may be
differences in product field or operating sector. After research, Booz,
Allen and Hamilton (9) and Buzzell and Nourse (11) produce rather
more favourable figures for the foods industry, but the failure per-
centages are still roughly 40 oJ'o (see also Hopkins and Bailey, 33).
Besides this, a large number of new products drop out at an earlier
stage than introduction, for instance after test-marketing.
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Such test-market failures and product introduction failures obvious-
ly cost a lot of money. There is also a certain loss of prestige not only
for the manufacturer but for the distributor as well (Glazenburg, 28).

While this indicates the importance of product innovation it by no
means establishes what new products are. What is a new product? The
degree of newness can be defined in terms of its properties compared
with those of other products, either in general or as far as they al-
ready occur in the particular company's product range. Buzzell and
Nourse (11), for instance, in their study `Product innovation in food
processing' distinguish three groups of new products: distinctly new
products, line extensions and product improvements. `Distinctly new
products' are, they say, substantially different in form, technology or
ingredients from other products previously marketed by the company.
`Line extensions' are new package sizes, flavors, or shapes of existing
products; they represent additions to an existing line of products.
Lastly `product improvements' are changes in existing products, such
as changes in ingredients, appearance, taste or texture.

But there is certainly no unanimity about the question whether an
objective classification of newness is possible and whether everything
appearing or presented as such is also new in fact. Weiss (68) even
claims that at least 80 qo of products presented as new are not really
new at all.

Other definitions do not seek the criterion for the degree of new-
ness in the product itself: `An innovation is any idea or product per-
ceived by the potential innovator to be new' (Rogers, 62); `An innova-
tion is anything perceived to be new by the potential trier and whose
adoption would tend to alter significantly the trier's patterns of be-
havior' (Engel, Kegerreis and Blackwell, 22); `An innovation is loosely
defined as any product that a majority of consumers perceive to be
new' (Robertson, 56).

While the definitions of Buzzell and Nourse consider products from
the manufacturer's viewpoint, the three latter definitions do this from
the consumer's side.

This confronts us with the problem that the concept of newness can
be approached from different sides and that closer analysis of its es-
sential meaning will be needed. Nevertheless we already wish to state
a certain preference which also illustrates the way we wish to treat
the phenomenon of product innovation.

Since we consider the consumer side very important, while Buzzell
and Nourse's definition has more objective elements, we think the
following synthesis attractive:
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`New products are products which differ substantially in form, con-
cept, technology or ingredients from what is at present obtainable in
the market, at least for a large number of consumers, and which are
experienced as such by these.'

This definition makes it clear that for the criterion of product in-
novation we wish to include not only objective elements associated
with the product as such but also modalities and characteristics in-
herent in the behaviour of consumers confronted with such elements.

In particular we want to try and examine to what extent factors can
be distinguished in consumer behaviour towards new products which
give an indication of the chances a new product has of ultimate suc-
cess or failure. As stated above the answer to the questions that can
be posed within this problem are of importance for better allocation
of resources and effort in new product development within the firm.
In addition this answer may also be important in obtaining a better
knowledge of the course and conditioning of innovation processes that
occur in a more general social sense. The behavioural element in the
mode of approach may perhaps allow generalisations ancUor hypoth-
eses in this direction.
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2. The `diffusion' theory

2.1. INTRODUCTION

Many articles had already been written about the diffusion of innova-
tions before 1962, the year in which E. M. Rogers in his book `Diffu-
sion of Innovations' (62) summarized 506 such articles and started
building up a theory on the diffusion of innovations. Research up to
1962 was mainly undertaken within `research traditions' such as an-
thropology, agricultural and medical sociology, and education.

Rogers quotes the following examples of innovations that were in-
vestigated:
- The diffusion of an antibiotic drug among Illinois physicians.
- The diffusion of fertilizers, 2,4-D weed spray and bulk milk tanks

among farmers.
- Birth control methods among Puerto Ricans.
- Child rearing practices among u.s. mothers.
- Gasolene motors and fish raising among Thailand peasants.
Since the 1950's, however, results have been published of research in
the field of mass consumer goods. Classic instances of this include:
- The Taste makers study by Opinion Research Corporation (51)
- Bell's article `Consumer innovators: A unique market for new-

ness' (6)
- Arndt's study on coffee (2).
Research has been undertaken in the following product fields: food
products (Bylund, 12, Gross, 30, King and Summers, 39, and Robert-
son and Myers, 60), clothes (King, 37, King and Summers, 39 and
Robertson and Myers, 60), electric equipment (Bell, 6, Gross, 30,
King and Summers, 39, Lazer and Bell, 41, and Robertson and Myers,
60) and detergents (King and Summers, 39, and Pessemier, Burger
and Tigert, 53).

At the end of 1971 Rogers published a new edition of his work to-
gether with Shoemaker: `Communication of Innovations' (64). In this
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work, which is based on over 1,500 articles, Rogers continues to use
the framework of his 1962 theory, but introduces refinements on
various points. Since Rogers is one of the principal writers on `in-
novation research' we will continue to follow him and quote other
writers where this provides useful information.

2.2. THE FOUR BASIC ELEMENTS OF THE `DIFFUSION' THEORY

In the analysis of the diffusion of innovations, four crucial elements
can be distinguished:
a. the innovation itself
b. the communication about the innovation
c. the diffusion takes place in a social system
d. the diffusion takes place during a specific period of time.
The following gives briefly the definitions of Rogers (64) for each of
these four elements, after which we will go deeper into them under
separate headings.
a. `An innovation is an idea, practice, or object perceived as new by

an individual'.
b. `Communication is the process by which messages are transmitted

from a source to a receiver. In other words, communication is the
transfer of ideas from a source with a viewpoint of modifying the
behavior of receivers'.

c. `A social system is defined as a collectivity of units which are
functionally differentiated and engaged in joint problem solving
with respect to a common goal'.

d. `Time is an important consideration in the process of diffusion. The
time dimension is involved (first) in the innovation decision process
by which an individual passes from first knowledge of the innova-
tion through its adoption or rejection, (second) in the innovative-
ness of the individual, that is the relative earliness-lateness with
which an individual adopts an innovation when compared with
other members of his social system, and (third) in the innovation's
rate of adoption in a social system, usually measured as the number
of inembers of the system that adopt the innovation in a given time
period'.
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2.3. THE INNOVATION

According to Rogers' definition innovations may be ideas, practices
or objects. The words `practices' and `objects' have been added by the
author to the definition since 1962, definitely making it clearer. Prod-
ucts are now included, which was not necessary in the past.

Further crucial points in Rogers' definition of an innovation are the
words `perceived', `new' and `by the individual'.

The most obvious reply to the question of when there is a new
product is in referring to its objective composition: the extent to which
it differs in technology, ingredients, form, concept or range of use
from comparable products which it replaces. Even this obvious refer-
ence, however, is less unequivocal than it seems at first sight: is any
renewal of any ingredient sufficient to make the product new? The
matter becomes more difficult still in the case of ideas and practices
where there is sometimes hardly any question of an objective pecu-
liarity.

In our view the ultimate criterion of newness is included in percep-
tion: that which is new is perceived as such. The extension of the
newness criterion of objective product characteristics by adding the
perceived characteristics of a product calls forth specific problems.

Perception is individual: that which one person regards as `new' is
not necessarily found as such by another person. The analysis of new
ideas, practices or objects requires a minimum of interindividual agree-
ment regarding newness if it can claim to study a general (and not an
objectively defined) phenomenon. Rogers' description `perceived as
new by an individual' should therefore be added to in the sense that
`by an individual' should really imply a reference to a substantial
numbe.r of those individuals who have come into contact with the in-
novation or have learnt of it. But what `substantial' precisely means
is a moot point.

A special aspect of `newness' as a perceptual category is that it has
only a temporary character. As soon as a large number of people
have become familiar with the new product (idea or practice) or an-
other innovation has taken place, the product will no longer be re-
garded as `new'. Obviously, there may also be big differences in the
degree of newness, objective differences but particularly subjective
differences. This latter aspect is particularly important with a view to
the adoption of the innovation. A product may not be `new' enough
to be adopted as an innovation; but it may also be `too new' and hence
not be adopted.
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Lastly the word `new'. Of this word's various meanings the intention
in this case is undoubtedly `so far unknown' and not `unused' or `fresh'.
If we confine our ideas to products, these may for instance differ in
technology, ingredients, form, concept or range of use compared with
those so far obtainable on the market in this product field.

It will be clear that apart from `newness' in perception products may
also differ in other attributes. For studying the way in which innova-
tions are treated in consumer behaviour the relationship between `new-
ness' and other perceived product attributes may be important. It is
quite conceivable for instance that expensive innovations will follow
different patterns of individual and social acceptance (more delibera-
tion, more social contact) than cheap innovations (quicker acceptance,
a greater tendency to try them out).

What perceptive attributes are involved? Bohlen et al (7) distinguish
a number of major characteristics of innovations in agriculture in-
fluencing the speed and degree of adoption, cost and economic yield:
new products or applications involving the adopter in heavy expense
will generally be adopted more slowly than the less expensive ones.
Apart from cost, products giving high or direct yield will also be
adopted more quickly.

The complexity relates to the ease of understanding and use: com-
paratively easy to understand new ideas or concepts will generally be
adopted more quickly.

The more visible and demonstrable the applications and the results,
the quicker the decision to adopt will be made. Some applications can
be tried out easily on a small scale and will generally be adopted more
quickly, because of their divisibility.

Lastly the attribute of `compatibility': the degree in which a new idea
or application is consistent with existing norms and opinions. The more
consistent ideas will be accepted more quickly.

In his book of 1971 Rogers reviews various types of diffusion re-
search analyses that have been made or are possible. Of the 6,811
`generalisations' that had by then been processed at his Michigan State
University diffusion documents centre, there was not one relating to
`attributes of innovations as perceived by members of a social system'.

Meanwhile Ostlund (52) was the first to use these `product percep-
tion variables' in helping to make a prediction of who would be an in-
novator and who not.

This research is most welcome, though we ourselves would have
preferred to use these variables differently in order to achieve a better
prediction method regarding the adoption of innovations.
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We envisage the following research model in which preliminary re-
search is used to collect statements regarding the relevant attributes
of, say, food innovations. If innovations are then appraised for these
attributes and one relates these figures to subsequent adoption figures,
certain relationships will perhaps be found. A new innovation could
then be appraised for the relevant attributes after which the adoption
percentage could be calculated with the aid of these relationships.

2.4. THE SOCIAL SYSTEM

Any social system can be divided into two sub-systems, its structure
and its culture. The structural system can be defined as a fairly per-
manent complex of social relationships and conditions that can be
isolated in one respect or another from the total social context. The
cultural system can be defined as a rather permanent complex of
norms, objectives, values and~or expectations likewise forming a com-
paratively complete entity (Van Doorn and Lammers, 20).

Based on a single criterion, viz. the directness of interaction, the fol-
lowing groupings are distinguished within the concept of the structural
system.
a. Groups. These are groupings whose members have direct social

relationships with one another with respect to questions of rel-
evance to them.

b. Collectivities. These are groupings whose members have indirect
social relationships with respect to questions of relevance to them.

c. Social categories. These are groupings whose members have few
relationships or none at all.

It will be clear that the degree and speed of the adoption decision will
depend on the fact that the potential adopters of the innovation are
united in a group, collectivity or social category as regards the sub-
ject matter of the innovation.

It is also clear that greater social density (greater frequency of inter-
action within a certain time limit) and greater social integration will
positively influence the speed and degree of the adoption of the in-
novation.

A characteristic feature of the cultural system is that it has norms.
Norms can be defined as follows: `norms are views on how to behave
or how not to behave' (Van Doorn and Lammers, 20).

Norms may differ in different social systems both in their content
and in the degree of acceptance.
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' According to Rogers (62) norms influence the distribution of in-
novations. Cultural resistances against innovations are often found in
eating habits. Examples he gives are the non-eating of pork in Moham-
medan countries and the non-eating of holy cows in undernourished
India.

In the Netherlands for instance, there were for a long time, and per-
haps still are, some resistances against instant foods. The convenience
was appreciated but they were looked upon as a clear attack upon the
house wife's duty.

Rogers (62) distinguishes two `ideal types' of norms (the ideal type
comprises the `typical' features of a particular grouping which need
not, however, exist in a concrete form (Van Doorn and Lammers, 20).
These are `traditional' and `contemporary'. The principal difference is
that individuals in social systems with contemporary norms have a
positive approach towards a change in their norms (due to the fact
that the innovation differs from their existing patterns of norms at that
moment), while members of social systems with more traditional norms
are disinclined to adapt their norms (and hence will be more inclined
to reject the innovation).

Similarly to the existing system of norms, the system of values, of
expectatious and of objectives of the grouping of potential adopters
will influence the speed and degree of adoption of innovations.

Z.S. THE TIME FACTOR

Time plays an important part in the diffusion of innovations. Rogers
mentions three different aspects of this time factor in his definition:
a. the individual's adoption process;
b. the innovation's diffusion process; and
c. the adopter categories.

We will go into each of these aspects below.

2.5.1. The individual adoption process

Adoption is obviously not a discrete thing in the sense that the non-
adoption situation changes at a given moment into an adoption situa-
tion, and that apart from the time of change the situation is static.
Adoption itself cannot be defined without encountering the function
of time as a co-defining element. Is a single purchase or use sufficient
for adoption or should the innovation be made use of at least a num-
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ber of times or for a given period completely or as to a large part?
What determines such a period? We will revert to this problem of
definition but for the time being draw attention to the indispensability
of the time concept in defining adoption as a phenomenon.

Adoption - however we define it - is also time-related, however, in
that it is the outcome of a shorter or longer decision process. The
individual adopts an innovation after a number of stages: awareness,
elaboration, trial etc. have preceded it in some way.

In his work, written in 1962, Rogers distinguishes five stages in
the adoption process:
a. Awareness stage. In this stage the news of the innovations' ex-

istence reaches the individual, but complete information about it
is lacking.

b. Interest stage. In this stage the individual becomes interested and
seeks additional information on the innovation.

c. Evaluation stage. The individual now mentally fits the innovation
into his present and anticipated future situation and decides whether
or not to give it a trial.

d. Trial stage. The individual now uses the innovation to a limited
extent in order to evaluate it again, but now in a concrete situation,
and to determine its use in his own situation.

e. Adoption stage. The individual now decides to use the innovation
completely. Adoption implies regular use of the innovation in the
future as well.

Although this analysis of the decision process prior to adoption is use-
ful and though it is found in the literature formulated in different
ways, it gives rise to a number of questions.

Of primary importance, but in a certain sense the least satisfactory,
is the awareness stage. It is true that the fact that one becomes a~vare
of something or observes it is a sine qua non for adoption, but the
most important question, both theoretically and practically, of the why
and wherefore of this awareness remains unanswered. Is it purely a
question of stimulus characteristics such as being conspicuous or an
eye catcher, or is there some kind of interaction between personal
directedness and situative characteristics. This problem has received
attention several times in the literature (Hassinger 31, Campbell 13,
Reynolds 54). As regards personal directedness, two underlying mech-
anisms are postulated, viz. either the existence of a problem that
has to be solved by seeking, or an innovation orientedness as a kind
of personal psychological trait. Clearly, the adoption of innovations
has totally different functions for both orientations.
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The importance of the difference between problem orientation and
innovation orientation will become clear when the research itself is
discussed (see 5.1).

According to Rogers (64), however, the main criticism of the five-
stage model is that it was oversimplified. Major deficiencies included:
1. It seems as if the model always ends with the adoption decision,

which need not be the case at all (rejection is equally possible, as is
termination of the process before completion).

2. The five stages do not always occur, or not always in the stated
sequence.

3. The process seldom ends with adoption.
In order to counteract these drawbacks, Rogers abandoned the `tradi-
tional' five stages in his revised version and now distinguishes four
functions or stages in the adoption process. These are in succession:

`The knowledge function': The individual is exposed to the innova-
tion's existence and gains some understanding of how it functions.

`The persuasion function': The individual forms a favourable or un-
favourable attitude towards the innovation.

`The decision f unction': The individual engages in activities which
lead to a choice to adopt or reject the innovation.

`The confirmation function': The individual seeks reinforcement for
the innovation decision he has made, but he may reverse his previous
decision if exposed to conflicting messages about the innovation.

In the communication process, which will be discussed below, it is
of course very important for the transmitter to attune the message to
the stage in which the receiver finds himself in order to obtain the
optimum effect from the communication effort.

2.5.2. The diffusion process of the innovation

The diffusion process relates to the spreading of innovations in or be-
tween social systems. Obviously, this diffusion takes time. The rate of
adoption is the relative speed at which an innovation is adopted by
members of the social system. It is usually measured by the length of
time needed for a given percentage of the members of the social system
to adopt it. The time the innovation needs to obtain a high degree of
adoption depends on the one hand on the innovation's properties and
on the other on the properties (norms, etc.) of the social system uniting
the potential adopters.
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2.5.3. Adopter categories

Obviously, all individuals will not adopt an innovation at the same
time. They are more likely to adopt during a time continuum, and
adopter categories can be classified on this basis. Rogers (62) found
that classification of the number of adopters according to time follows
a normal distribution. The following classification of adopters is based
on this normal distribution.
The innovators: These are the first 2tri alo to adopt an innovation.
The early adopters: The next 13 tri qo .
The early majority: The next 34 Io.
The late majority: The next 34 010 .
The laggards: The last 16 qo.

Innovators

2.5 q

Early
Adopters
13.5 9ó

EarIy
Majority
34 q

Late
Majority

34 oJo Late
.Adopters

16 010

Time of adoption

Figure 2.5.3.1. Distribution of farmers among the five categories ac-
cording to time of adoption (Bohlen et al., 7)

This classification, which is purely one of definition and is based on
`natural' dividing lines (based on average adoption time and standard
deviation therefrom) originates from agricultural sociology. The litera-
ture on food innovators (Bell, 6, and Robertson and Kennedy, 57)
often uses a rate of 10 0lo for the innovator category.

The percentages of 21~i olo and 10 01o which are mentioned above,
are based on complete adoption by all potential adopters (all members
of the social system). That this does not always have to be the case is
clear. It is in our opinion a weakness of this way of classification.
Rogers admits this when he writes about the problem of so-called in-
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complete adoption (62). He states that this problem can be overcome
`when a series of innovations is combined into a composite innovative-
ness scale'. This composite scale is used by Bylund (12). His classifica-
tion is based on the extent to which a number of food innovations
have been tried out by the respondents (adopted by them would, in
our opinion, have been better). The 16 0lo who had tried most innova-
tions, the `high triers', can be regarded as the true innovators.

Another advantage of Bylund's classification is that it succeeds in
making a distinction between innovation-oriented adopters and prob-
lem-oriented adopters (at least when we assume that the problems do
not extend to the whole field of food products).

Much of the research into the adoption of innovations has been
concentrated on answering the question: `In what way do innovators
differ from followers, as an explanation of their earlier adoption of
innovations?'

This clearly raises one aspect: `innovative behavior is bound to spe-
cific product categories' (Robertson, 61). Robertson (59) lists various
characteristics of innovators in the following table.

Table 2.5.3.2. Characteristics of innovators (source: Robertson, 59)

Findings on Findings on Findings on
Demographic Jarming physician consumer
characteristics innovators (a) innovators (b) innovators (c)

- Age Younger Younger or Younger
middle-aged

- Education Higher (not measured) Higher
- Income Higher (not measured) Higher
- Social Status Higher Higher (not measured)

Purchasepatterns
- Use of similar products (not measured) Higher Higher

Social interaction
characteristics
- Social integration
- Cosmopolitism
- Social mobility
- Opinion leadership
- Specialization

Lower Higher (not measured)
Higher Higher (not measured)

(not measured) (not measured) Higher
Somewhat higher Higher Higher

Higher Higher (not measured)

a. Rogers (62).
b. Coleman (15).
c. America's Tastemakers (51), Bell (6), Frank and Massy (24), King (37).
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Bylund (12) and González (29) undertook extensive research into the

properties relating to the adoption of new foods. González reports on

age, income, education and physical mobility as explanatory variables.
He found that age and income are connected with the degree of adop-

tion of new foods in such a way that the lower the age and the higher

the income, the greater the degree of adoption.
Bylund deals with social and psychological factors connected with

acceptance of new foods. A drawback of his elaboration is that he

divides respondents on the basis of the degree of trying and not on

the basis of adoption. Among other things he found that high triers
had a more positive attitude towards trying new products and preferred
new products to new recipes to a greater extent than did the low triers.

González found no connection between the degree of adoption and
physical mobility. This may be caused by the product field. This re-
lationship is found in the Tastemaker research (51). It shows that high

mobiles have a high score on an overall early adoption index.
Boone (8) studied the characteristics of those who had adopted the

CATV (community antenna television system) in their community in
an early stage. Besides a number of differences in socio-economic char-
acteristics (better education, higher income etc.) the innovator also
has different personality traits to a different extent from the later
adopter. He has more leadership potential, more social mobility, has
more self-confidence, greater acceptance of newness and higher levels
of aspiration than later adopters.

In an investigation into the Touch-Tone (push button) telephone
Robertson found innovators more impulsive, active and dominant than
non-innovators (55). A later attempt by him to find a link between
innovatorship and personality traits is abortive (60). He studied the
product fieids of appliances, clothing and food.

Jacoby on the other hand does find an indication of a difference
in personality characteristics in the aspect of dogmatism: `Low dog-
matic individuals were found to be significantly more likely to be
innovators than high dogmatic individuals' (35). He examined various
product fields.

Via a multiple discriminant analysis, Robertson and Kennedy (57)
conclude that the principal variables discriminating innovators and
non-innovators in regard to new domestic electrical equipment are the
readiness to take risks (venturesomeness) and social mobility.

Other characteristics relate to the degree of product use and prod-
uct and~or brand loyalty. Innovators for a particular product are
comparatively often heavy users of the product (Ahl, 1, and Frank and
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Massy, 24). This is explained by the fact that heavy users use more
of the product and can consequently afford to experiment earlier (i.e.
with less risk). They are also more involved in the product (Engel,
Kegerreis and Blackwell, 22) and need more variety (Ahl, 1).

Another aspect investigated is perceived risk. Arndt (2 and 3) and
Cunningham (17 and 18) have published articles on this. This research
was often devoted to the difference in degree of perceived risk of in-
novations. Little research has been done on the fact that different
persons may have different perceived risks for the same product. Food
innovators can be expected either to have a lower perceived risk than
others or else are more inclined to take risks.

If we wish to summarize the foregoing, the big problem is that of lack
of scope for comparison. Firstly, various product fields are dealt with
though it has already been established that innovators in one product
field are not necessarily innovators in another. Moreover, definitions
frequently differ, as do the instruments with which the respondents
are divided into categories. If we confine ourselves to foods, a part is
probably played by prosperity, age and education and also size of
family unit. There may be some difference in personal characteristics
but this is probably slight. Diet is likely to play a more important part
for food innovators than for others. Another possible and important
characteristic of innovators, opinion leadership, will be discussed in
2.6.

2.6. COMMUNICATION CONCERNING THE INNOVATION

The moment a manufacturer has his innovation ready to put on the
market it is necessary to inform potential adopters of the innovation's
existence and properties. In the course of time a number of models
have been developed to explain flows of mass communication.

According to Rogers (64) the first model was the: Hypodermic
Needle model; this model assumed that the mass media had a major
direct influence on the mass public.

The next model, the `one-step flow of communication model', im-
plies that the producer approaches each consumer personally via the
mass media in the hope that this consumer:
1. will notice the message;
2. will be informed by the message; and
3. will buy the product or the service.
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The third model is the `two-step flow of communications model'. In a

study on the us presidental elections in 1940 by Lazarsfeld, Berelson
and Gaudet (40) the authors found `that ideas often flow from radio
and print to opinion leaders and from these to the less active sections
of the population'. Katz and Lazarsfeld made further investigations
(36) arising from this initial finding. They found opinion leaders in all
the areas they investigated: marketing, fashion, public affairs and
movies. These opinion leaders have a dual function: in the first place
they have a relay function, they pass information on to others. In the
second place they have a reinforcing function, they reinforce the effect
of the mass media.

Troldahl (65) says there may be a one-step flow of communications
as regards learning effects and a two-step flow of influence on beliefs
and behaviour. A further addition to the hypothesis is given, among
others, by Van den Ban (4) whose conclusion is that both opinion
leaders and their followers are influenced by the mass media and by
other people (higher-order opinion leaders?). In this connection ref-
erence is now also made to the `multi-step flow of communications
hypothesis', (Rogers, 64, and King and Summers, 38).

Two important aspects of opinion leadership now firstly deserve some
attention (Brooks, 10). The first aspect is specialisation by socio-
economic groups. Traditionally the basis was the vertical flow hypoth-
esis which (concerning research into fashion) means that the highest
social classes are the first to adopt fashions as symbols of distinction
and exclusiveness. When the lower classes also adopt the fashion the
upper classes seek another new one (King, 37). King (37) shows, how-
ever, that as regards fashion, opinion leaders occur in all classes of
society and that there is a horizontal flow. Katz and Lazarsfeld (36)
find this as regards marketing leadership and movie leadership. In
fashion they find little connection with social status. As regards public
affairs leadership, social status is more important.

The second aspect is specialising by fields of interest. Katz and
Lazarsfeld (36), Marcus and Bauer (44) and King and Summers (38)
have gone into this. They found that this specialisation exists in general
terms although there is a small group (10 - 15 010 of the opinion
leaders) who might be described as generalised opinion leaders.

Where does this opinion leadership come from? There are two aspects:
giving advice and seeking advice. There may be two reasons for giving
advice. The first is being pre-occupied with the subject and wanting
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to pass on knowledge of it. The other is mentioned by Van den Ban
(4) quoting Homans (32) who says that a person becomes an opinion
leader by `providing rare but valuable services to others in an attempt
to increase his status'. The reason for seeking advice may be to re-
duce the perceived risk or, as Troldahl (65) suggests, to eliminate im-
balance. Besides clearly seeking or giving advice another factor is that
the opinion leader (provided he is an innovator) makes it possible to
learn about the products or as its possession acts obviously as an in-
fluence per se (Mueller, 47).

If we consider what is available in empiric research results, the first
is the weil-known study by Whyte (70) on the possession of air con-
ditioners in an American city district. Pronounced clusters of owners
are evident which is explained by the existence of a web of word of
mouth (although conspicuousness may be a factor in this too (Van
Veldhoven and Van der Zwan, 67). In `Personal influence' (36) Katz
and Lazarsfeld found a dominant role of personal contact. Arndt (2)
found that `favourable word of mouth' increased buying probability
while `unfavourable comments' reduced it.

Also of interest is a study on the diffusion of an innovation among
physicians. This shows that although `socially integrated physicians' at
first barely differed from their socially isolated colleagues as regards
adoption, they had clearly adopted the innovation to a greater extent
at a somewhat further stage.

In the Netherlands an interesting investigation was made not very
long ago by the marketing research companies Social and Marketing
Research socMnx s.v. and `Nederlands Centrum voor Marketing
Analyses' x.v. (Van Veldhoven and Van der Zwan, 67) to examine
the connection between social interactions in the neighbourhood and
consumer behaviour. The only indicative results suggest that a correla-
tion between social relationships and product ownership is possible,
depending on the nature of the neighbourhood and of the goods.

What are the special characteristics of opinion leaders? If we con-
fine ourselves to the research by Katz and Lazarsfeld (36) and par-
ticularly to marketing leaders we find the life cycle position as the
principal explanatory variable. Housewives with large families (mar-
ried, under 45, with two or more children) are marketing leaders near-
ly twice as often as housewives in any other phase of the life cycle.
Moreover, highly gregarious housewives (those with many friends and
members of several organisations) are marketing leaders two and a
half times as often as low-gregarious housewives.
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Another important characteristic is cosmopolitism. Opinion leaders
are far more cosmopolitan than their `followers' which is reflected
inter alia in their reading behaviour.

A question frequently asked is: are innovators and opinion leaders
the same persons and at which stage of the adoption process is the
relative importance of personal influence at its greatest?

As regards the first part of the question the investigations showed
clearly that this depends on the product field in question and on the
norms of the social system in which the diffusion takes place as regards
innovativeness (Rogers, 62). In a system where the norms are different
regarding innovations the innovators, unlike the opinion leaders, will
tend to be outside the community. The opinion leaders follow events
but dissociate themselves from them in the first instance. This of course
implies that the diffusion of innovations is a much more ]aborious pro-
cess than in social systems in which norms are positive towards in-
novations.

Robertson (60, 61) says that opinion leadership and innovatorship
for foods are not correlated. For clothing (61) and domestie electrical
equipment (Lazer and Bell, 41 and Robertson, 61) however, there is
a correlation. The investigations by Menzel and Katz (45) on the
distribution of a new medicine showed that innovators and opinion
leaders are not the same persons. The results as regards finding opinion
leaders, however, are still very obscure. This is due on the one hand
to the somewhat defective research techniques and on the other to the
fact that use is often made of different techniques and~or interviews
in order to find opinion leaders, which is not of course conducive to
comparability of the results, although Rogers (64) comments that `all
three (methods) are about equally valid'.

Continued research would be very welcome especially in this field
and particularly into the precise role of opinion leaders in the adop-
tion process.

The second part of the question, that of the stage in the adoption
process at which the relative importance of personal influence is at
its greatest, is given in the following table from `Adoption of new
ideas and practices' by Lionberger (43). At the awareness and intere~t
stages mass media prove to have the greatest influence, while at later
stages the importance of personal influence is greatest. It should be
noted, however, that the material from which this table has been built
up originates from agricultural sociological research.
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Table 2.6.3. Rank order of information sources by stages in the adop-
tion process

Stages in the adoption process

AWARENESS INTEREST EVALUA- TRIAL ADOPTION
TION

Learns about Gets more Tries it out Uses Accepts it for
a new idea information mentally or tries full-scale and
or practice about it a little continued use

1. Mass media - 1. Mass 1. Friends 1. Friends Personal experience
radio, TV, media and and is the most important
newspapers, neighbors neighbors factor in continued
magazines use of an idea

2. Friends and 2. Friends 2. Agricul- 2. Agricul- 1. Friends and
neighbors - and tural tural neighbors
mostly other neighbors agencies agencies
farmers

3. Agricultural 3. Agricul- 3. Dealers 3. Dealers 2. Agricultural
agencies, tural and and agencies
extension, agencies salesmen salesmen
vo-ag, etc. 3. Mass media

4. Dealers and 4. Dealers 4. Mass 4. Mass 4. Dealers and
salesmen and media media salesmen

salesmen

Source: H. F. Lionberger, Adoption of new ideas and practices.
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Figure 2.6.4. Paradigm of the adoption of an innovation by an individual within a social system

(ANTECEDENTS) (PROCESS)

Adoption

Continued Adop[ion

Receiver Variables

I. Personality
characteristics
(e.g., general
attitude toward
change)

2. Social
characteristics
(e.g, cosmopoliteness)

3. Perceived need for
theinnova[ion

4. Etcetera

Social System Variables

Communication Soucces

~

I ~ ~

~ I
I I (Channels) i

I I ~
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KNOWLEDGE
I

1. Social System Norms
2. Tolerance of Deviancy
3. Communication Integration

4. Etcetera

PERSUASION
II

Perceived Characteristics of Innovations

]. Relativc Advantage
2. Compa[ibility
3. Complexity
4. Trialability
5. Observability

TI.tiTE

DECtSION
III

Rejec[ion

(CONSEQUENCES)'

Discontinuance

1. Replacement
2. Disenchantment

ONFIRMATION~
IV

Later Adoption

Continued Rejection

' For the sake of simplicity we have not shown the consequences of the
innovation in this paradigm but only the consequences of the process.
Source: E. M. Rogers and F.F. Shoemaker, Communlcation ojinnovations.
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in which a person is an opinion leader, is a very important character-
istic of the latter. Although it cannot specifically be said that there is
a fixed relationship between opinion leadership and innovatorship,
Rogers finds that in 76 qo of the cases in which a relationship is
sought it is also found. A more direct indication is found by Engel
et al. (22), who find greater involvement of innovators in the product
field. Robertson (59) says that another property is a larger measure
of specialisation, a characteristic which to our mind is closely bound
up with greater interest in a reciprocal relationship. Lastly, there is
the following generalisation by Rogers (64): `Earlier adopters seek
information about innovations more than later adopters'. If the ques-
tion at issue is seeking information alone, there is no reason why in-
novatorship should not be polymorphic instead of monomorphic as it
is now. The background reason is, we believe, the greater involvement.

So far, therefore, as far as we have been able to ascertain there is
no direct proof of our hypothesis. We intend to seek this in research
ourselves.

The question now is: what is the role of these innovators?
Adoption by these individuals would seem to have an influence on

other potential adopters (more in a social system with modern norms
than in one with more traditional ones), on the one hand because they
may have a direct influence on the behaviour of the others, and on
the other because their behaviour is watched and ultimately imitated.
This influence may operate in favour of or to the disadvantage of the
innovation. In this process the media have more of an informative
role, which in certain circumstances may be complementary to the
more influencing role of the interaction.

Proceeding from this theory we should now like to formulate the
general objective of this research as conducting research to establish
whether or not food innovators exist. If so, to look into their char-
acteristics and ultimately to test the following hypothesis: `The use of
market research methods, such as group discussions and product tests,
for testing new products, can be improved by conducting the test not
with a sample of all potential adopters but only amongst food in-
novators'.
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4. Specific research objectives
and method

4.1. INTRODUCTION

The intention is to verify the general objective by means of several
specific objectives. If we first of all limit our field of research this is
because research findings show that innovatorship is not a general
characteristic but is confined to one or more product fields on the one
hand and is limited on the other by the financial impracticability of
undertaking separate research in all product fields. We have chosen
the foods product field, firstly because this is of such great importance
to the sponsor of the research and secondly because of the writer's
great personal interest. We are therefore undertaking research into:
a. ; Innovations in the food products field;
b. A social system consisting of Dutch housewives looking after

families;
c. The adoption of various innovations by the various adopter cate-

gories;
d. Opinion leadership (communication) relating to new foods.

The following specific research objectives can be formulated:

4.2. ARE THERE FOOD INNOVATORS~

It must firstly be ascertained whether food innovators do indeed exist.
Although the literature invariably refers to foods as a single product
field we think it advisable to examine whether general food innovators
do in fact exist or whether they occur only in segments of the foods
market, for instance sauce innovators, frozen food innovators, etc.
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4.3. CHARACTERISTICS OF FOOD INNOVATORS

When food innovators are encountered a number of characteristics
should be examined. In particular the following two hypotheses should
be verified:
- Food innovators are more involved than other people in the diet

and everything connected with it;
- Food innovators are also opinion leaders in regard to the diet more

often than others are.
It is, however, reasonable to suppose that there is a high degree of
correlation between the two characteristics.

4.4. MARKET RESEARCH WITH FOOD INNOVATORS

As we said in chapter 1 inadequate market research is mentioned as
the major reason for the failure of new products or services. The most
frequently used market research techniques in pre-testing are group
discussions, concepttesting, producttesting and testing of several as-
pects of the new product (advertising- and packaging testing for in-
stance). We consider the use of a test-market not to be pre-testing.
The purpose of these different market research techniques is to get
more information about the acceptance of the idea (group discussions
and concept tests) and of the concrete product (product tests). Key
elements in the information obtained are: `the size and nature of the
targetgroup', `the degree of acceptance in the targetgroup' and `the
buying intention of the target-group'. As we assume that food in-
novators are more involved in the diet, it is also reasonable to assume
that they:
- assimilate (and play back) more information on the innovation than

other people, and
- during a product test are more interested in all the aspects of the

test product and consequently give a better, more considered opinion
than other people, and in this way give a better indication of the
acceptance of the product than ordinary housewives can give.

A hypothesis on this aspect can be formulated as follows:
`On the assumption that food innovators are more involved in the

diet they can be expected to make more comments and more relevant
comments on the tested innovations'. (Relevant comments are defined
as comments on the product's essential characteristics or on alternative
uses).
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The buying intention measure and its validity are as important for
the decision to introduce (or not) as the basic product acceptability.
What the manufacturer of each new product would like to know is the
ultimate number of users (adopters) of his product, the amount of time
necessary to reach that number, and the degree of repeat buying. The
present product tests give information about the ultimate number of
adopters and the degree of repeat buying. It is our experience, how-
ever, that the buying intention scores, obtained in product tests, are
not very valid.

The role that food innovators can play to give better information is
based on the following two hypotheses:
1. On the assumption of their being more involved, food innovators

can be expected to give a better forecast of their future buying be-
haviour towards the test product than a sample from the whole
universe of potential adopters.

2. Food innovators and other people have adoption curves (per-
centage of adopters plotted against time) the maxima of whicli
will bear a fixed relationship to each other.

ad 2. Because of their greater involvement we can expect the food
innovators to reach a higher adoption percentage than the
`others' in a shorter period of time. If one innovation is more
adopted by the food innovators than another innovation it is
logical to expect that it is also more adopted by the others. As
the composition of each group in both cases is the same we
expect the degree of dífference in adoption to be the same.

Via the buying intention of the food innovators at the product test and
the predictable adoption percentage of food innovators and subsequent-
ly of the others, a final penetration figure can be calculated now. This
would seem to be more reliable than that which would have been ob-
tained from a product test about buying intention with average house-
wives. From this penetration figure the company which is planning to
introduce the innovation in question can deduce success or failure of
the product. However, it is supposed in this case that the ultimate
maximum adoption percentage corresponds with the calculated adop-
tion percentage from the product test. Because this product test gener-
ates also a sampling effect this does not have to be the case. In in-
vestigation terms this means:

A product test with food innovators gives a positive buying inten-
tion of 60 alo. The validity is 75 010, which means 45 01o maximum
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penetration with food innovators (no sample effect). 45 0lo maximum
penetration with food innovators means 20 qo maximum penetration
with others. If this is acceptable introduce the product, if not do not
introduce.

Should hypothesis No. 2 be rejected and hypothesis No. 1 not, there
will be no purpose in making product tests with food innovators be-
cause their more valid forecast of their future buying behaviour can-
not be related to the buying behaviour of the whole universe of po-
tential adopters.

If hypothesis No. 1 should be rejected and hypothesis No. 2 not,
there is hardly any point in making product tests to obtain pre-in-
formation from food innovators. It is, however, possible ( for instance
by means of a food innovator panel) to measure a product's poten-
tiality at an early stage, but after introduction.

As we said before we expect for the two groups two different adop-
tioncurves, with the adoptioncurve of the food innovators reaching a
higher maximum than the adoptioncurve of the other housewives. This
does not always need to be the case. It is possible that both groups
have a curve reaching the same maximum. We expect that to be the
case if:
- the product proves to be such a necessity that the adoption per-

centage reaches upwards to 100 I'o (TV, refrigerator etc.);
- the product is only suitable for housewives with a specific problem

(problem-oriented). From our definition we can expect the same
percentages of these women in each of the groups;

- the first case is an indication of a big success; the second case could
be successful or not. Information about this phenomenon must be
obtained from the more qualitative parts of the product test.

Should both hypotheses be rejected the existence of food innovators
would apparently make no contribution towards improving pre-testing
methods concerning the chances of new product success.

4.5. A MARKETING ASPECT OF THE EXISTENCE OF FOOD INNOVATORS

Although we still regard the main objective of our research as the im-
provement of existing market research methods we also wish to devote
some attention to the influence which the existence of food innovators
may have on the marketing policy to be applied on introducing new
food products. Let us look in succession at:
- the product
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- the place
- the promotion
- the price
the four basic elements of the marketing mix, assuming that the ex-
istence of food innovators:
1. Has no influence on the product itself. The properties of the prod-

uct in question decide whether or not it is an innovation;
2. Has no influence on product distribution. This might be the right

place to mention a hypothesis yet to be tested and the reasons why
this hypothesis has been formulated. It is: `The shopping pattern
of food innovators does not differ from the shopping pattern of other
people'. The reason for formulating this hypothesis is the need to
show that food innovators do not differ from other housewives in this
respect. But if a difference should be found this might be an im-
portant reason for classifying a person as a food innovator. But she
might also be called a supermarket shopper for instance. If there-
fore the shopping pattern of food innovators proves to be no differ-
ent from the others there is no reason for a special distribution policy;

3. Might influence promotional activities. As stated in 4.4 the attitude
towards information and inforrnation assimilation by food innova-
tors might differ from that of the others. If differences also occur
in the media pattern (which is being examined) between the two
groups it is conceivable that they might be approached differently.
This is an aspect we do not wish to go into too deeply;

4. Might influence pricing policy. In his classical article `Pricing
policies for new products' Dean (19) mentions two pricing strate-
gies: the penetration price policy and the skimming price policy.

The penetration price policy uses a low price as the main means of
penetrating mass markets quickly and building a strong position for
the product.

The skimming price policy means asking a high price on introduc-
tion which after skimming the market at that price is reduced by one
or more stages to a level sufficient to achieve the greatest penetration
(of course with a profit position acceptable to the manufacturer).

If it is shown, however, that a product in the early stages of its life
cycle will be adopted only by innovators or problem-oriented house-
wives, it would seem that the price, which for foods is low as it is,
plays no major role in the decision as to whether to adopt a product
or not, at least in the beginning. The use of the penetration price policy
would therefore seem rather pointless on this assumption unless it can
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be demonstrated that this policy functions within the group of food
innovators and problem-oriented housewives.

However, in view of the food innovators' great involvement in new
foods in general and that of problem-oriented housewives in this prod-
uct in particular, it is not unlikely that these housewives would be
prepared to pay a premium for innovations. This would suggest that
when food innovations are introduced, a penetration price policy as
now generally used in Holland, should be abandoned and the skim-
ming price policy used instead. This might lead to an increased profit
on the product in question. It will be obvious that the incidental con-
dition will have to be satisfied that competitors cannot penetrate the
market at short notice with a comparable product with a distinctly
lower price. We shall try by means of research to verify a part of this
assumption, i.e. the following hypothesis:
-`As regards the adoption of food innovations, food innovators have

a rather inelastic demand as concerns the price'. (By rather inelastic
we mean a price elasticity in absolute value less than unity).

4.6. RESEARCH METHOD

4.6.1. 1 ntroduction

This section contains a number of subjects:
- A description of the target-group with which the research was car-

ried out and the reasons for the choice;
- A description of the research technique and reasons for the choice;
- A description of all the investigations and reasons for the pro-

gramme.

4.6.2. The target-group

As stated in 4.1, research is made into innovations in the food prod-
ucts field. Those who under Dutch conditions are (still) mainly re-
sponsible for deciding about and buying foods are the housewives.
According to Rogers' definition (see 2.2) one might speak of a social
system of Dutch housewives. Their common, daily recurring `challenge'
is what to buy in order to feed their families in the proper way. Major
aspects in this are food value, wholesomeness, taste, variety and price.

For practical reasons the present investigations were made mainly
among a special group of housewives, members of the consumer panel
of the market research bureau Social and Marketing Research,
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socMnx s.v. This panel covers about 11,000 housewives who are willing
to test products or complete questionnaires sent to them by soctvtnit.
This willingness means that for most investigations there is a normal
net response rate of about 80 010. The panel members receive a Christ-
mas gift and congratulations on their birthday. The panel is composed
so that samples can be drawn for each investigation which can be the
same as quota-ed samples of non-panel members for a number of
criteria (prosperity level, age, district, number of children, etc.).

The main reason for using panel housewives instead of non-panel
members is the low percentage of food innovators that exist by defini-
tion (about 10 ~lo ). This makes it impractical (or at least exorbitantly
expensive) to seek food innovators for each investigation requiring
them. With the easily accessible socMnx panel it is possible to find
about a thousand at once, to codify them and use them for further
research when necessary.

Another reason arises from a problem occurring in finding food in-
novators. It concerns the way in which food innovators are defined.
Although the precise method will be discussed in part ii, it is as well
to state now that categorisation is done with reference to the adoption
of a number of innovations. It will be clear that there are always fresh
innovations and the definition is thus a dynamic one. To determine
who are and who are not food innovators can therefore be done after
processing the information from a big sample. It is far more sensible
to form a large reservoir of food innovators once (a panel) which will
be useful for a long time (if assumed that innovatorship is a long term
characteristic).

A third advantage of using a panel is that it is possible to undertake
research involving the same people at different times and yet relate
the results. This advantage was found to be very great in these in-
vestigations because they had to be carried out in stages over a lengthy
period for a number of reasons (research budget, availability of in-
novations).

It would be wrong to mention only the advantages of a panel be-
cause there are disadvantages too. One disadvantage of such a panel
is that use has to be made of quota-ed samples which have some draw-
backs of course as compared with unrestricted random samples. Never-
theless, comparison of the results obtained in research with non-panel
members and panel members shows that there is no difference between
them on many aspects. It is of course doubtful whether this also ap-
plies to innovatorship. To check this a similar questionnaire was sent
simultaneously at a later stage of the investigations to a sample of 800
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housewives (non-panel members) and a sample of 1,000 housewives
(panel members). Both samples were matched in the traditional socio-
economic criteria such as prosperity level, age etc. The result of this
comparison will be discussed in part ii.

Another drawback of panels concerns the question of whether or
not non-respondents possibly have different characteristics to respon-
dents and the possible existence of a`friendliness bias'. It may be
remarked as regards both aspects that they have not so far been dem-
onstrated in the socMnx panel.

The contemplated research procedure and the available means neces-
sitate the use of the socMAx panel. We believe the disadvantages are
not big enough to reject the use of the panel.

4.6.3. Research method

The method used was that of the postal questionnaire. The reason was
the same as the main reason for using the panel viz. the need to ques-
tion large numbers of housewives in order to locatc enough food
innovators. The cost of personal interviews would have been pro-
hibitive.

The drawbacks of a postal questionnaire are:
- non-response
- incomplete answers
- the possibility that between the time of receipt and completion the

housewife does things she would not otherwise have done which
influence the results.

As regards non-response, this is usually not more than 20 0!o for the
socM.~t panel and consequently the risks of dissimilarity between
respondents and non-respondents is much less than in other postal
interviews.

Incomplete questionnaires did cause some problems in these in-
vestigations. More is written about this in Appendix A.

As regards the possibility of being influenced by the questionnaire
(of particular importance in questions regarding familiarity with and
purchase of specific products) our opinion is that this can be elimin-
ated as a drawback in these investigations because it applies equally
to all groups. If food innovators, however, respond more to the given
information than others, this stresses their characteristics and is an
advantage rather than a disadvantage. As will be shown, however,
items of information are provided to which the aspect of influence
would not seem to apply. These agree remarkably well with the results
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of research that might be influenced. We believe therefore that the
drawbacks to postal questionnaires are not too great in this case.

4.6.4. The investigations

4.6.4.1. The existence of food innovators
The primary investigations for this project were made by including a
question on the adoption of 17 products in a questionnaire sent on
1 st May 1971 to a sample of 10,000 panel members. From the re-
spondents about 10 qo were selected as food innovators. In further
investigations continuous use was made of these housewives.

4.6.4.2. Some characteristics of food innovators
About mid-June 1971, some six weeks after the first questionnaire,
another questionnaire was sent, this time to 7,000 panel members. It
included several questions intended to check some hypotheses regard-
ing food innovators' characteristics.

4.6.4.3. A product test
A product test with a food innovation not yet introduced was made in
the period of 8th May to the beginning of July 1972. It had been
preceded by a preliminary test at socMnx's test centre on 25th April
1972. This product test was to verify some hypotheses already men-
tioned and was made with four samples:
a. 300 innovators
b. 300 non-innovators
c. 100 innovators
d. 100 innovators.
These samples were as comparable as possible as regards the following
criteria at the time of despatch:
- number of products adopted (questionnaire 4.6.4.1). This applies

only to a, c and d
- complete or incomplete entries (see appendix A)
- prosperity level
- age
- district
- size of town.
This was done to prevent these factors influencing the results.

4.6.4.4. Characteristics of food innovators
In August 1972 questionnaires were given to 800 housewives, non-
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panel members, who had taken part in another investigation. They
were asked to complete and return a questionnaire. They were all
given a handkerchief as a present together with the questionnaire. The
net response was over 80 010 . The same questionnaire was at the same
time sent to a comparable sample of 1,000 panel members and a
group of about 500 food innovators. It may be added as regards the
questionnaire that it began with questions on the adoption of a large
number of products. To prevent the sequence of the products in-
fluencing the replies, five versions of the questionnaire were made
in which the sequence of blocks of products varied according to a
random scheme.

4.6.4.5. A second product test
As the introduction of the innovation tested earlier had become un-
certain, another innovation was tested with two groups at the end of
September 1972, each group having about 225 panel members; this
innovation was introduced shortly afterwards. The two samples (in-
novators and non-innovators) were comparable with the samples for
the first product test on the basis of the same criteria.

4.6.4.6. Adoption measurements
The investigations were completed with nine adoption measurements.
These consisted of sending a list of questions on the adoption of a
number of products. The measurements were made according to a
specific scheme using the same groups of housewives as for the product
test plus two groups of non-innovators, where possible of course com-
parable with the other groups. These measurements were made from
15th November 1972 to mid-October 1973, with a break during sum-
mer. Where necessary, the comparability of the groups related pri-
marily to adoption behaviour and then to a number of socio-economic
criteria such as prosperity level, age, size of family, and district. The
fact that it was not possible to make the groups comparable for still
more criteria, some of them certainly more realistic for classifying
housewives regarding innovatorship, was due mainly to practical prob-
lems. It was necessary to make a number of samples of a combined
size, the same as the total number of food innovators. The more
criteria are chosen for comparing the samples the smaller are the cells
that have to be taken into account. The number of housewives per cell
would always have to be a multiple of the number of samples, and this
of course was not usually the case.
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Part II. Research data



5. The existence and characteristics
of food innovators

5.1. MODE OF DETECTION

The first investigation into the existence of food innovators was made,
as stated above (4.6.4.1), in May 1971, when a questionnaire was sent
to 10,000 housewives, members of the panel, which included a ques-
tion for this purpose. The detection method was Bylund's (12 - see
also 2.5.3) which gives the best guarantee of only innovation-oriented
housewives being selected in preference to problem-oriented house-
wives. This distinction is, in our opinion, very important, because it
may be expected that the characteristics and actions of these two
groups will differ strongly. For example, the involvement of the in-
novation-oriented housewives is, as we rnay expect, much less or not
at all present with the problem-oriented housewives (we have assumed
that their problems do not extend to the whole food field).

As we want to form a panel of food innovators for future research
we must be certain that we have selected the real food innovators and
not some housewives for whom the last product was a problem but
the next one is not. In this last case adoption figures could give us a
quite wrong impression of the chances of the product.

We selected 17 products all falling within our definition (see 1.).'
Some products had been on the market longer than others and some
had already reached a fairly high penetration. This does not seem a
drawback to us.

Some products, for instance Iglo spinach à la crème and Kraft bar-

1. It must be stated that we have not conducted research to confirm that the
products were perceived as new by the consumers. In fact, all 17 products
were already on the market when we started our project. It would have been
very difficult to investigate if the products were perceived as new at the time
of their introduction. We had to use our own judgement in selecting the
products.
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becue sauce, represent a whole range of such products. The extent to
which each of these 17 products meets the definition is given below:
- Duyvis Mix for chicken: a new concept
- Risso sunflower low-calorie spread: new in concept and ingredients
- Royco combi-pack soup (bag plus tin): new in concept and form
- Completa (powdered coffee milk): new in concept, form, technology

and ingredients
- Calvé peanut butter with pieces of nut: new in concept and ingre-

dients
- Kraft barbecue sauce: new in concept and ingredients - marketed

on a large scale for the first time
-- Frozen dessert: new in concept and technology
- Canned beer: new in form
- Dams ready fried sliced potatoes: new in form
- Iglo spinach à la crème: new in concept and ingredients
- Teo chocolate topping: new in concept
- Unox Flemish stew: existing concept - marketed on a large scale

for the first time
- Jolly Vienna dessert: new in concept and form
- Chicken roll: new in concept and form
- Hero tinned sauce: new in concept and form - marketed on a large

scale for the first time
- Melba toast: new in concept and form
- Unox soup - tomato suprême (D.FI. 1.45): new in concept and in-

gredients.
Housewives were asked to indicate for each product whether they had
sometimes bought it and if so how often and whether they intended
to go on buying it. This latter question was included to check the actual
adoption. A weak spot in many of the investigations made so far is,
in our opinion, that people were regarded as innovators who had
tried out a particular product. However, if we speak of adopting new
foods (i.e. including them in the diet) future use must also be taken into
account. We therefore used the following definition of adoption:

`A product is adopted by a housewife if she has bought it at least
once and declares she will continue buying it in the future at least
occasionally.' z

Owing to layout-problems in the adoption questionnaire, of the
10,000 housewives who were sent the questionnaire only 4,110 re-

2. As some of the products had not long been available on the market, we
preferred asking for future buying intentions rather than measuring past
repeat buyinglextended use of products as a measure of adoption.
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turned it with this question properly answered, while 3,634 had not
completed it properly. Appendix A states what happened further to
the questionnaires in this category.

In considering the characteristics we only had regard to the ques-
tionnaires that had been properly completed. For the rest of the in-
vestigation (product tests and adoption measurements) we also used
housewives who had not properly completed the questionnaires but
could be assumed to be innovators (see appendix A).

5.2. THE EXISTENCE OF FOOD INNOVATORS

Table 5.2.1 below shows the percentages of housewives per product:
a. who had never bought the product
b. who had bought it but not adopted it (triers)
c. who had adopted the product (adopters).

Table 5.2.1. Adoption of each of 17 foods

Products:

Number of
respondents Never
(100 oJo - ) bought Triers Adopters

qo ~o qo
- Duyvis Mix for chicken (4,110) 86 3 11
- Risso sunflower low-calorie spread (4,110) 92 3 5
- Royco combi-pack soup (bag -}- tin) (4,110) 73 4 23
- Completa (powdered coffee milk) (4,110) 76 5 19
- Calvé peanut butter with pieces of nut (4,110) 83 2 15
- Kraft barbecue sauce (4,110) 79 2 18
- Frozen dessert (4.1101 52 5 43
- Canned beer (4,110) 81 4 14
- Dams ready fried sliced potatoes (4,110) 89 2 9
- Iglo spinach à la crème (4,110) 45 15 40
- Teo chocolate topping (4.110) 90 - 9
- Unox Flemish stew (4,110) 80 5 15
- Jolly Vienna dessert (4,110) 66 9 25
- Chicken roll (4,110) 85 3 12
- Hero tinned sauce (4,110) 93 1 6
- Melba toast (4,110) 70 1 28
- Unox soup tomato suprême (D.FI. 1.45) (4,110) 85 1 14

It was next examined per housewife how many of these 17 products
she had adopted. Table 5.2.2 shows the frequency distribution of
housewives according to the number of products they adopted. Our
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null hypothesis is that the probability for each housewife of having
adopted each product is 0.1802 (average adoption percentage is
18.02010). On the basis of this probability of 0.1802 a sampling distri-
bution was calculated which was compared with the actual distribution
(see table 5.2.2).

Ta61e 5.2.2. Frequency distribution of adopted products

Adopted:

- 0 products
- 1 product
- 2 products
- 3 products
- 4 products
- 5 products
- 6 products

Actual Sampling
distribution distribution

oJo oIo
16.3 3.4
15.0 12.7
16.2 22.4
14.8 24.6
12.0 19.0

9.3 10.8

- 7 products 4.5 1.6
- 8 products 2.7 0.4
- 9 products 1.2 0.1
- 10 products 0.6 0.0
- 11 products 0.5 0.0
- 12 products 0.2 0.0
- 13 products 0.0 0.0
- 14 products 0.1 0.0
- 15 products 0.0 0.0
- 16 products 0.0 0.0
- 17 products - 0.0

Number of respondents (100 oIo -) (4,110) (4,110)

Diagram 5.2.3 shows the frequency distribution. The differences be-
tween actual distribution and sampling distribution are very pro-
nounced. The difference between them is very significant.3 The null
hypothesis that each housewife has the same probability of adoption
should thus be rejected. Many more housewives were found who had
adopted 0 products than on the basis of probability expectancy, and
the same applies to housewives who had adopted 7 or more products.

If we follow other authors (Arndt, 3, Boone, 8, Glazenburg, 28) and
define innovators as the 10 010 of housewives who adopted most prod-
ucts this definition is greatly supported by the material obtained because
the biggest proportionate difference between actual and probability per-

3. Xz-test.
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Diagram 5.2.3. Frequency distribution of adopted products
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centages is found (on the right side of the distribution) for an adoption
of 7 or more products. The number of persons that adopted 7 or more
products is 411 or exactly 10 ~o. On the basis of these results thc
hypothesis that food innovators exist apparently cannot be rejected.
As at least 7 products have to be adopted for classification as a food
innovator it is also possible to speak of general food innovators. Owing
to the composition of the list of 17 products (the biggest product field
consists of 4 products) housewives must by definition have adopted
from at least 2 food product fields.

To verify the independence of the degree of adopting each of the 17
products from the degree in which all products are adopted the fol-
lowing calculations were made:
- it was checked for each product what the adoption is for three

groups of housewives viz. those who had adopted 0, 1 or 2 of the
other 16 products, those who had adopted 3, 4, 5 or 6, and those
who had adopted 7 or more.

The use of the 17th product might be independent of the division into
groups based on the use of the other 16. If this is the case we find
for all three groups the same degree of product adoption, but for all
products the group adopting 3, 4, 5 or 6 of the other 16 products
had also adopted the 17th product significantly more than the groups
adopting 0, 1 or 2. The same applies to those who had adopted 7 or
more products as compared with those adopting 3, 4, 5 or 64

The data are included in table 5.2.4. This means that the adoption
of one product is related to the adoption of the others. This indicates
that persons exist who systematically prefer (or reject) new products,
thereby confirming our findings by other means (see pp. 45-46).

4. XZ-test,
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Table 5.2.4. Extent of independence of adoption of each of 17 prod-
ucts relative to the adoption of the other 16

Out of 16 products adopted

0,1 or2 3,4,Sor6 7ormore
Total products products products

Duyvis Mix for chicken
- number of persons 4110 2011 1748 351

Adopters - absolute 467 96 264 107
- percentage 11,4 4,8 15,1 30,5

Risso sunflower low-calorie spread
- number of persons 4110 1973 1745 392

Adopters - absolute 201 46 116 39
- percentage 4,9 2,3 6,6 9,9

Royco combi-pack soup (bag ~- tin)
- number of persons 4110 2090 1713 307

Adopters - absolute 948 294 515 139
- percentage 23,1 14,1 30,1 45,3

Completa (powdered coffee milk)
- number of persons 4110 2072 1704 334

Adopters - absolute 777 240 422 115
- percentage 18,9 11,6 24,8 34,4

Calvé peanut butter with pieces of nut
- number of persons 4110 2036 1725 349

Adopters - absolute 608 197 312 99
- percentage 14,8 9,7 18,1 28,4

Krajt barbecue sauce
- number of persons 4110 2058 1713 339

Adopters - absolute 758 187 432 139
- percentage 18,4 9,1 25,2 41,0

Fro2en dessert
- number of persons 4110 2264 1575 271

Adopters - absolute 1747 653 899 195
- percentage 42,5 28,8 57,1 72,0

Canned beer
- number of persons 4110 2044 1720 346

Adopters - absolute 586 174 318 94
- percentage 14,3 8,5 18,5 27,2

Dams ready fried sliced potatoes
- number of persons 4110 1996 1742 372

Adopters - absolute 363 97 181 85
- percentage 8,8 4,9 10,4 22,8
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Table 5.2.4. (Continued)

Out of 16 products adopted

0,1 or2 3,4,Sor6 7ormore
Total products products products

Iglo spinach d la crème
- number of persons 4110 2229 1601 280

Adopters - absolute 1638 670 786 182
- percentage 39,9 30,1 49,1 65,0

Teo chocolate topping
- number of persons 4110 1985 1760 365

Adopters - absolute 354 68 185 101
- percentage 8,6 3,4 10,5 27,7

Unox Flemish stew
- number of persons 4110 2032 1740 338

Adopters - absolute 637 149 360 128
- percentage 15,5 7,3 20,7 37,9

Jolly Vienna dessert
- number of persons 4110 2118 1688 304

Adopters - absolute 1020 286 567 167
- percentage 24,8 13,5 33,6 54,9

Chicken roll
- number of persons 4110 2000 1761 349

Adopters - absolute 508 110 290 108
- percentage 12,4 5,5 16,5 30,9

Hero tinned sauce
- number of persons 4110 1976 1757 377

Adopters - absolute 258 47 133 78
- percentage 6,3 2,4 7,6 20,7

Melba toast
- number of persons 4110 2121 1703 286

Adopters - absolute 1100 325 659 176
- percentage 28,2 15,3 38,7 61,5

Unox soup tomato suprême (D.FI. 1.45)
- number of persons 4110 2020 1744 346

Adopters - absolute 564 133 303 128
- percentage 13,7 6,6 17,4 37,0

The importance of adoption by food innovators is shown in the fol-
lowing table:
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Table 5.2.5. Adoption of each of 17 new foods by innovators and others

Innovators Others

Products:
- Duyvis Mix for chicken
- Risso sunflower

low-calorie spread
- Royco combipack

soup (bag -}- tin)
- Completa (powdered

coffee milk)
- Calvé peanut butter

with pieces of nut
- Kraft barbecue sauce
- Frozen dessert
- Canned beer
- Dams ready fried sliced

potatoes
- Iglo spinach à la crème
- Teo chocolate topping
- Unox Flemish stew
- Jolly Vienna dessert
- Chicken roll
- Hero tinned sauce
- Melba toast
- Unox soup tomato

suprême (D.FI. 1.45)

- Pct.
Number Number innovator-
of re- of re- adopters
spon- Tried spon- Tried compared
dents Never but not dents Never but not with total
(100010 -) bought adopted Adopted (IOOoIo -) bought adopted Adopted adopters

(411) 53oIo 6ol0 41qo (3699) 89010 3010 8oJo 36010

(411) 8101o Solo 14010 (3699) 93oIo 3ol0 4010 29qo

(411) 35oJo Solo 59010 (3699) 77010 4ol0 19010 2ó010

(411) 5 0l0 80l0 47 0l0 (3699) 79qo 5 oIo 16oJo 25 qo

(411) 580l0 3ol0 39010 (3699) 8ó010 2010 12010 2ó010
(411) 46010 201o Slqo (3699) 83oI'o 2qo 150l0 28010
(411) 15oIo 4qo Slqo (3699) 5701o Solo 38010 19010
(411) SSolo óol0 39010 (3699) 840l0 40l0 12010 27010

(411) ó6010 3010 30010 (3699) 91qo 2qo 60l0 340l0
(411) 13oJo llqo 7ó010 (3699) 48qo 1óqo 3óqa 19qo
(411) 62oIo 20l0 360l0 (3699) 93oIo lol0 6ol0 42oIo
(411) 4ó010 536 49010 (3699) 83oIo So1o 12010 32oIo
(411) 24010 l00l0 ó7qo (3699) 71qo 9010 20oIo 27oIo
(411) 54010 4ol0 410l0 (3699) 88oIo 3010 9010 33oJo
(411) 700l0 2oío 27oío (3699) 95oIo lqo 4010 43010
(411) 25oJo lol0 73o1a (3699) 75oIo lo!'0 23010 2ó010

(411) Slqo 2oJo 47010 (3699) 89oIo lolo l0010 36010
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Table 5.2.6. Frequency distribution of adopted products (non-panel)
members)

Adopted:
Actual Sampling

distribution distribution

~o ~o
- 0 products 8.1 2.0
- 1 product 14.7 9.0
- 2 products 17.6 18.4
- 3 products 15.6 23.6
- 4 products 13.0 21.2
- 5 products 11.1 14.2
- 6 products 6.9 7.3
- 7 products 6.8 2.9
- 8 products 3.0 0.9
- 9 products 1.4 0.2
- 10 products 1.2 0.0
- 11 products 0.3 0.0
- 12 products 0.1 0.0
- 13 products - 0.0
- 14 products - 0.0
- 15 products - 0.0
- 16 products - 0.0
- 17 products - 0.0

Number of respondents (1000l0 -) (692) (692)

Based on this distribution it seemed correct to define food innovators
as those who had adopted 7 or more products (12.9 010). The inde-
pendence of the degree of adoption for each of the 17 products from
the degree to which all products were adopted was again tested. The
data are given in the following table 5.2.8.
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Diagram 5.2.7. Frequency distributions of adopted products (non-
panel members)
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Table 5.2.8. Degree of independence of adoption of each of the 17
products relative to adoption of the other 16 (non-panel members)

Food
Others innovators

Total (max. 6 prod.) (min. 7 prod.)

lolly Italian f~~uit dessert
- number of persons 692 628 64
- adopters (absolute) 194 168 26
- adopters (percentage) 28,0 26,7 40,6

Maggi instant gravy
- number of persons 692 617 75
- adopters (absolute) 78 59 19
- adopters (percentage) 11,3 9,6 25,3

Calvé peanut butter with pieces of nut
- number of persons 692 628 64
- adopters (absolute) 163 137 26
- adopters (percentage) 23,6 21,8 40,6

Elcémel or Becel coffee milk
- number of persons 692 627 65
- adopters (absolute) 159 135 24
- adopters (percentage) 23,0 21,5 36,9
Hero salads
- number of persons 692 611 81
- adopters (absolute) 54 45 9
- adopters (percentage) 7,8 7,4 11,1

Dams ready fried shoestring potatoes
- number of persons 692 629 63
- adopters (absolute) 128 106 22
- adopters (percentage) 18,5 16,9 34,9
Duyvis mix for chicken
- number of persons 692 619 73
- adopters (absolute) 128 101 27
- adopters (percentage) 18,5 16,3 37,0

Royco Combi-pack soup
- number of persons 692 634 58
- adopters (absolute) 236 204 32
- adopters (percentage) 34,1 32,2 55,2
Completa
- number of persons 692 624 68
- adopters (absolute) 218 189 29
- adopters (percentage) 31,5 30,3 42,6

Betuwe mixed fruit drinks
- number of persons 692 642 50
- adopters (absolute) 423 385 38
- adopters (percentage) 61,1 60,0 76,0
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Table 5.2.8. (Continued)

Food
Others innovators

Total (max. 6 prod.) (min. 7 prod.)

Unox stew Boeuf Stroganoff
- number of persons 692 610 82
- adopters (absolute) 38 32 6
- adopters (percentage) 5,5 5,2 7,3
Iglo cheese cutlets
- number of persons 692 618 74
- adopters (absolute) 79 60 19
- adopters ( percentage) 11,4 9,7 25,7
Hero tinned sauce
- number of persons 692 611 81
- adopters (absolute) 41 28 13
- adopters (percentage) 5,9 4,6 16,0
IiffY
- number of persons 692 625 67
- adopters (absolute) 164 144 20
- adopters (percentage) 23,1 23,0 29,9
Iglo froZen soup
- number of persons 692 614 78
- adopters (absolute) 104 78 26
- adopters (percentage) 15,0 12,7 33,3
Friki chicken roll
- number of persons 692 632 60
- adopters ( absolute) 137 115 22
- adopters ( percentage) 19,8 18,2 36,7
Iglo Mexico mixed vegetables
- number of persons 692 611 81
- adopters ( absolute) 46 32 14
- adopters (percentage) 6,6 5,2 17,3

Apart from Unox stew Boeuf Stroganoff and Jiffy all differ indi-
catively (Completa) or significantly.s These two products should not
therefore be included in determining the number of products adopted
per person. As an adjustment was necessary anyway it was decided to
disregard the following three products also:
- Jolly Italian fruit dessert : because this is no longer obtain-

able and intended purchases can no
longer be effected.

5. XZ-test,
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- Completa : because the difference in adoption
rate between the two groups is
small and merely indicative.

- De Betuwe mixed fruit drinks: because the adoption rates are so
high that it is no longer possible to
speak of an innovation.

On the basis of the 12 remaining products the number of products
adopted per housewife was again calculated and the sampling distribu-
tion was worked out. Food innovators then become persons who have
adopted 5 or more products (10.4 0l0). The probability percentage is
3.5 010 .

Table 5.2.9. Frequency distribution of adopted products (non-panel
members)

Adopted:
Actual Sampling

distribution distribution

qo i.o
- 0 products 23.3 11.6
- 1 product 25.7 27.3
- 2 products 18.9 29.6

- 3 products 12.0 19.4
- 4 products 9.7 8.6

- 5 products 5.3 2.7
- 6 products 3.6 0.6

- 7 products 1.0 0.1
- 8 products 0.3 0.0

- 9 products - 0.0

- 10 products 0.1 0.0

- 11 products - 0.0

- 12 products - 0,0

Number of respondents (692) (692)

In order to ascertain whether there was any relationship between the
products the various food innovators had adopted a factor analysis 6
was made among the food innovators. The basis was 0- 1 scores (0 -
not adopted and 1- adopted). The input for each innovator was
therefore the products he had adopted (1-score) and the analysis was
used to examine whether certain products were consistently adopted
together. The factor analysis showed no clear connection between the

6. A computer program was used based on principal components with orthogonal
rotation of the factor matrix. A 6-factor solution is given in appendix D.
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Diagram 5.2.10. Frequerzcy distributions of adopted products (non-
panel members)
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various products, and this gives substantial support to the earlier con-
clusion that `there are general food innovators'.

This defínition of food innovators - having adopted at least 5 of the 12
products - is now extended to apply to the sample of panel members
and to the group of food innovators. The frequency distribution of
the three groups and the average number of products adopted per
group are given in table 5.2.11. The panel members sample has
11.3 qo food innovators, which does not differ significantly from the
percentage in the non-panel members sample. On this basis we can
reject the hypothesis that panel members are food innovators to a
greater degree than non-panel members.

Table 5.2.11. Frequency distribution of the number of adopted
products

Adopted:
Non

panel-members Panel-members Innovators

- 0 products 23.2 21.5 2.8
- 1 product 25.7 25.2 6.5
- 2 products 18.9 21.2 12.3
- 3 products 12.0 11.9 22.3
- 4 products 9.8 8.8 20.6
- 5 products 5.3 6.5 12.1
- 6 products 3.6 2.7 10.4
- 7 products 1.0 1.6 7.4
- 8 products 0.3 0.3 3.7
- 9 products - - 1.5
- 10 products 0.1 0.1 0.2
- 11 products - - -
- 12 products - - 0.2

Number of respondents (684)~` (887) (462)
Average number of adopted
products 1.98 2.02 4.03

~ 8 housewives properly completed the first part of the questionnaire (the
adoption questions) but not the second part, and they have therefore been
disregarded.

What table 5.2.11 also shows is the different frequency distribution of
the group of innovators. On the assumption that innovatorship is a
long-term characteristic, a higher percentage than the 35.5 qo found
was expected to be classified again as innovators. A possible explana-
tion is that those who had not fully completed their questionnaire in
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the first measurement and were then classified as food innovators on
certain assumptions (see appendix A) now prove not to be innovators.
The hypothesis that had to be tested was: the group of food innovators
classified in the second measurement as non-innovators clearly in-
cludes more housewives who did not fill in their questionnaires com-
pletely than the group who were classified as food innovators again
the second time. As table 5.2.12 shows there is no difference on this
point between the two groups and this hypothesis should therefore be
rejected.

Table 5.2.12. Way of completion in first measurement

Innovators Others
second measurement second measuren:ent

~ qo
- First measurement properly completed 42 50
- First measurement not properly

completed 58 49
Number of respondents (100010 -) (164) (297)

The position is that `the others' in the group of food innovators are
much closer to the five-product boundary than is the case with the
other two samples of panel members and non-panel members. A num-
ber of housewives are apparently on the fringe of innovatorship and
will be classified sometimes as innovators and sometimes not. An in-
dication of this is the number of products adopted in the first measure-
ment. In the case of those now classified as `others' there are signi-
ficantly more housewives who adopted only 7 or 8 products than in
the case of those classified as innovators both times?

Table 5.2.13. Number of products adopted in first measurement of
innovators

Innovators Others
Adopted second measurement second measurement

9G qo
- 7 or 8 products 59 74
- 9 or 10 products 24 19
- il or 12 products 12 5
- 13 or more products S 2
Number of respondents (100010 -) (164) (297)

7. XZ-test.
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Our conclusion must be that isolating food innovators causes some
problems, that neither of the groups food innovators and others is
`pure' and that this will mean that the results of product tests etc. will
be somewhat vaguer than if really pure groups could be used.

5.3. CHARACTERISTICS OF FOOD INNOVATORS

5.3.1. Introduction

Research was undertaken at three different moments into character-
istics of food innovators. The moments were May 1971 (see 4.6.4.1.),
June 1971 (see 4.6.4.2.), and August 1972 (see 4.6.4.4.). The last
questionnaire was the most extensive one and partly repeated questions
asked earlier. In this event we think it correct to report the information
from this last one unless it completely contradicts the earlier informa-
tion. The characteristics are reported in various paragraphs.

5.3.2. Shop consumption

About 6 weeks after the first questionnaire ascertaining the degree of
product adoption had been sent to 10,000 housewives, 7,000 house-
wives were sent a second questionnaire which included several ques-
tions relating to this investigation. One of these related to shop type
loyalty. The hypothesis had been raised that innovators differed from
other housewives by buying oftener in supermarkets and, since super-
markets often give more attention to innovations, such differences in
shopping behaviour might be the ultimate factor explaining the dif-
ferences found between housewives. The questiannaires of some of
the respondents were processed as regards these questions. There were
173 housewives who had adopted nought, one or two products, 152
who had adopted three, four, five or six products and 200 who had
adopted seven or more. The three groups of housewives did not differ
as regards their outlet shopping patterns a and hence the hypothesis
can be rejected.

8. X2-test.
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Table 5.3.2.1. Shop consumption

Adopted

Usually hu~~ their groceries 0,1 or 2 3, 4, S or 6 7 or more
in: products products products

qo qo qo
- supermarket 55 59 61
- self-service shop 28 25 28
- supermarket and self-service shop - - -
- counter-service shop 10 11 7
- supermarket and counter-service shop 1 - -
- self-service shop and counter-service shop 1 - -
- supermarket and self-service shop and

counter-service shop - - 1
- not filled in 5 5 2
Number of respondents (100010 -) (173) (152) (200)

Attitudes towards a supermarket do not differ as between the three
groups of housewives, which is testified to by the scores regarding the
statement `I like shopping in a supermarket' which do not differ signi-
ficantly.9

Table 5.3.2.2. Statement: `I like shopping in a supermarket'

Adopted

0,1 or 2 3, 4, S or 6 7 or more
products products products

qo qo qo
- Fully agrees (7) 24 28 36
- Agrees (6) 41 38 31
- Partly agrees (5) 17 16 16
- Neither agrees nor disagrees (4) 6 7 5
- Partly disagrees (3) 2 4 3
- Disagrees (2) 6 4 8
- Entirely disagrees (1) 4 3 1

Number of respondents (100010 -) (595) (526) (205)
Average score 5.46 5.55 5.64

9. Mann Whitney U-test.
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5.3.3. Socio-economic criteria

The following socio-economic
- prosperity level
- age
- size of family
- region
- size of town
As table 5.3.3.1 shows

criteria have been investigated:

there are no significant differences between
food innovators and others as regards non-panel members. Among
panel members there is a single difference and this relates to age:
food innovators are often older than other people. Compared with the
first measurement in May 1971 there is a rather small difference and
this relates to prosperity level. In May 1971 a significantly higher per-
centage of nBC's was found for the food innovators than for the others.
Due to a smaller sample the tendency that can be seen now, which is
in the same direction, is not significant.

Table 5.3.3.1. Socio-economic criteria

Non-panel members Panel members

Food Food
inno- inno-

Total vators Others Total vators Others

qo olo olo olo olo olo

Prosperity level:
- A~B 9 8 9 9 7 9
- C 39 48 38 39 39 39
- D 52 44 52 52 54 52
Age:
- younger than 35 years 31 24 32 27 23 27
- 35 to 49 years 29 31 29 34 25 35
- 50 years and older 40 45 39 39 52 S 38

Size of family:
- 1-2 persons 28 27 28 25 33 24
- 3-4 persons 51 49 51 48 41 49
- 5 or more persons 21 24 21 26 26 26

Region:
- Nielsen I
- Nielsen II

23 30 23 18 19 17
28 24 29 31 31 31
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Table 5.3.3.1. Socio-economic criteria (continued)

Non-panel members Panel members

Food Food
inno- inno-

Total vators Others Total vators Others

qo ~ ~o ~o qo qo
- Nielsen III 11 15 10 11 8 12
- Nielsen IV 17 14 17 18 17 18
- Nielsen V 21 17 21 22 25 22

Size of town:
- Amsterdam, Rotterdam,
The Hague 23 30 23 18 19 17

- Other towns with more
than 100,000 inhabitants 13 17 13 15 15 15

- 25,000 - 100,000 inhabitants 17 17 17 18 25 17
- urban district with less than

25,000 inhabitants 16 11 17 17 12 18
- rural district with

less than 25,000 inhabitants 29 25 30 32 29 32
Number of respondents - - --
(100010 - ) (684) (71) (613) (887) (100) (787)
The x2-test was used. S means a significant difference.

5.3.4. Socio-psychological characteristics

It is more and more being realised that socio-economic variables are
not always the most relevant criterion for classifying a number of
phenomena. As described by Oosterhuis and Van Veldhoven (50)
there are a number of sociological and psychological dimensions which
may give a better explanation for some actions than (for instance)
prosperity level. They endeavoured to explain differences in consumer
behaviour by using a number of attitudes characteristic for the house-
wife's view of her role in a number of domestic fields of duty. The
following scales of attitude were included in this segmentation project:

As regards cleaning: attitudes relating to:
- The visible tidiness of the house
- Regular cleaning
- Involvement in cleaning
- The planned household
- The freedom in doing domestic chores
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As regards rtew products~brands~shops: attitudes relating to:
- Preference for known shop
- Brand conservatism

As regards cooking: attitudes relating to:
- Preference for simple recipes
- Involvement in cooking
- Conservatism in cooking
- Uncertainty and nervousness regarding cooking

As regards advertising: attitudes relating to:
- Interest in advertising
- Irritating advertising
- Advertising as an indication of quality

As regards food: attitudes relating to:
- Preference for simple food
- Resistance to artificial ingredients
- Priority of flavour as against food value.

As regards money and prices: attitudes relating to:
- Price consciousness
- Household budgetting
- Price and familiarity as quality indicators.

Four types were distinguished on the basis of a cluster analysis. They
can be described as follows:

Thc conservative type of housewife: her attitudes are generally greatly
determined by traditional values: bound up with familiar brands and
shops, conservative in cooking with the preference for a simple diet.
Moreover, price, familiarity and advertising to her are evidence of
good product quality, while allocation and performance of her house-
hold duties form a set pattern;

The uncertain type: characteristic of this type is her dislike of the
central role aspects of cleaning and cooking, in the case of cooking
accompanied by greater stress and nervousness. It does not seem ex-
aggerated to regard these attitudes as expressions of perceived in-
ability to achieve the domestic role adequately;
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The modern type of housewife: in a certain sense the antipode of both
the previous types: as regards involvement she does not oppose the
central roles of cleaning and cooking but does reject the pre-standard-
ised performance. In concrete terms this is found in the lower scores
for the desired domestic regularity and planning, the rejection of shop
loyalty, conservatism towards cooking and the critical attitude towards
price and familiarity as quality indicators;

Lastly, the average type of housewife: the attitude scores show a pro-
file with not pronounced differences compared with the other types:
literally and figuratively an `average' pattern with no distinctive fea-
tures.

The question now was whether there was connection between these
attitudes and concrete behaviour towards product adoption. The ques-
tionnaire sent in June 1971 included the scales for this project and a
representative sample from the total number of respondents was al-
located to the four clusters. Next a cross tabulation was made for a
number of housewives between the degree of product adoption and
the cluster to which they belong. As may be expected from the defini-
tions of the different types the food innovators were more clearly re-
presented in the modern cluster and less in the conservative cluster.'o

Ta61e 5.3.4.1. Socio-psychological criteria

Food
innovators Others

oio oío
- Average type 37 27
- Uncertain type 12 20
- Modern type 39 S 24
- Conservative typc 12 S 29

Number of respondents (100 0l0 -) ( 198) (318)

5.3.5. The characteristic of involvement

A direct questioning seemed too emphatic to us. The characteristic
of involvement was therefore measured more indirectly. One of the
methods was the submission of two factors from socMnx's psycholog-
ical market segmentation project (66). The factors were:

10. xz-test,
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- `Preference for simple cooking' and
- `Preference for simple food',
each consisting of four statements (giving a 24 points-scale from 4
to 28).

The food innovators clearly agreed less with both factors than did
the others; that is to say they are more interested in the rather less
simple foods and in a more sophisticated and different diet. In addi-
tion three other statements were submitted related to the characteristic
of involvement.

Firstly, the statement `I usually look around in a self-service shop

Table 5.3.5.1. Average scores for a number of statements regarding
involvement

Non-panel members Panel members

Food Food
inno- lnno-

Total vators Others Total vators Others

- Preference for simple
cooking' 16.42 14.18 S 17.00 15.96 12.57 S 16.39

- Preference for simple
food' 15.51 13.66 S 15.72 11.89 10.31 S 12.09

- I usually look around in
a self-service shop for
any new products 4.49 5.34 S 4.40 4.61 5.50 S 4.49

- Many times I have brought
a new product which I
had never heard of before 3.62 4.65 S 3.50 3.55 4.82 S 3.39

- Advertising for a new
product which I have seen
or read about is often a
reason why I use the
product 3.71 4.70 S 3.59 3.77 4.45 S 3.69

Number of respondents
(100010 - ) (684) (71) (613) (886) (100) (786)
S means a significant difference'~

Scale used: Fully agrees (7), agrees (6), partly agrees (5), neither agrees nor
disagrees (4), partly disagrees (3), disagrees (2), and entirely disagrees (1).

' The scales were put in negative form.
'~ The check was made with the aid of the Mann Whitney U-test.
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for any new products'. The innovators are clearly more in agreement
with this than are the others.

The statement `Many times I have bought a new product which I
had never heard of before' is also agreed with by more innovators
than others.

The statement `Advertising for a new product which I have seen or
read about is often a reason why I use the product' was submitted.
Here, again, food innovators agreed more. In our view this implies
that food innovators because of their greater involvement are more
readily motivated to buy a product when they hear about it than are
other people.

5.3.6. Opinion leadership

Rogers and Cartano (63) mention the following three methods of
measuring opinion leadership:
1. The sociometric technique, consisting of asking members of a group

whom they approach for advice and information on particular
ideas. This method can be used for comparatively small groups.

2. The use of key informants. These are people assumed to know the
opinion leaders. Though cheaper than the former approach, the
large number of respondents required still makes this method too
expensive for studies like the present one.

3. The self-designating technique, consisting of asking respondents
one or more questions to ascertain the extent to which they regard
themselves as opinion leaders.

Rogers and Cartano mention various studies which compare the results
of the three methods and conclude that on the whole positive correla-
tions have been found between the self-designating technique and the
two other methods but that the correlations are by no means perfect.
For practical reasons we used the self-designating method. For this
system of ineasurement various systems of questioning are used. Katz
and Lazarsfeld (36) use two questions as a measuring instrument.
Rogers and Cartano (63) use a scale consisting of 6 statements. Lastly
Van Woerkum (69) has a scale consisting of two elements viz. interest
in the product field and the activity (explained in the extensiveness of
the circle of acquaintances and the intensity with which they discuss
the subject). For our investigations we chose two methods: that of Katz
and Lazarsfeld and that of Van Woerkum.

Katz and Lazarsfeld's questions were as follows:
- If you compare yourself with most people you know, do you think
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that as compared with them you give advice on food oftener, just
as often, or less often?

- Has anyone you know asked you for advice about foods in the past
months, and if so:

- Can you indicate below the extent to which you have given others
advice on foods? (Very often, often, occasionally, seldom).

In order to relate the two questions, the replies were cross-tabulated.
In order to obtain anything like a substantial number of opinion leaders
the following definition was needed:
`Opinion leaders are people who give advice oftener or just as often
and are asked for advice very often, often, or occasionally'.

On the basis of this definition we find the following number of
opinion leaders:
- Non-panel members - food innovators 37 010
- Non-panel members - others 24 0l0
- Panel members - food innovators 46 0l0
- Panel members - others 36 010
The difference between food innovators and others as regards the
numbers of opinion leaders is significant for non-panel members and
indicative " for members.

The Van Woerkum questions were in two parts:
- The questions about interest. For this two factors were used:

`preference for simple cooking' and `preference for simple food'.
For each respondent an interest score was calculated as the sum of
the two separate factor scores.

- The questions about activity. Four categories of persons, viz. mem-
bers of the family, female acquaintances, women from the neigh-
bourhood (not included in family or acquaintances) and other
women whom respondents spoke to regularly were asked about the
number with whom they were in regular contact and the extent to
which they spoke to them about new foods (often, sometimes or
seldom). With the aid of the following table an activity score was
calculated per housewife (by totalling the score for the four cate-
gories of persons).

Here again a cross tabulation was made of the interest score with the
activity score to decide the definition of opinion leadership. An opinion
]eader in this case was a housewife with an interest score of not more
than 31 1z and an activity score of not less than 6. This gave the fol-
lowing number of opinion leaders:
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Intensity

Selrlom
Extensiveness Often Sometimes or never

- 5 persons 10 5 0
- 3-4 persons 6 3 0
- i-2 persons 2 1 0
- 0 persons 0 0 0

11. xz-test.

- Non-panel members - food innovators 38oIo
- Non-panel members - others 24oIo
- Pane] members - food innovators Slolo
- Panel members - others 4óqo

The difference between food innovators and others as regards num-
bers of opinion leaders is significant for non-panel members but not
for members.13

Based on the two different sets of questions it was concluded, how-
ever, that food innovators are opinion leaders rather more often than
the others.

An interesting question was the extent to which the two methods
overlapped, i.e. indicated the same people as opinion leaders. In order
to establish a relationship between the two measurements the phi-
coefficient (~) of correlation was chosen. In view of the relation Xz -
N~2 it was assessed with a Xz-test whether there was a connection.
Connections were noted, but not always in the same direction. For
instance in the case of non-members - food innovators there was a
negative relationship (significant, ~-- 0.274) and in the case of
non-members - others a positive relationship (indicative, ~- 0.077).
Among members there was only a significant relationship in the case
of the others. It was positive (~- 0.090). An explanation of these
opposite relationships may lie in the questions which in one case (Van
Woerkum) concerned new foods and in the other (Katz and Lazars-
feld) foods in general.

Chapter 3 discusses an influential effect of food innovators. This oc-

12. Readers are reminded that the statements were put in a negative form, so
that a low score means a high interest.

13. XZ-test.
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curs on the one hand by advising on and talking about (new) foods,
but on the other by bringing others into contact with new foods. The
fact that the latter occurs more often with food innovators than with
`others' is clear from the following table 5.3.6.1, which shows that:
- Food innovators have more guests for a meal;
- Food innovators use new foods for this more often than others.

Table 5.3.6.1. Entertaining for meals and using new foods for this

Non-panel members Panel members

Food Food
inno- inno-

Total vators Others Total vators Others

olo oío qo 9b oío oío
Prepares meal for guests
- at least once a month 34 48 S 32 33 52 S 31
- less frequently 39 44 38 43 34 45
- never 26 7 S 28 22 12 S 23
- not filled in 1 1 1 1 2 1
Uses new foods }or this
- sometimes 24 52 S 21 26 54 S 22
Uses no new foods for this 42 30 43 44 26 47
Not filled inlnot applicable 34 18 36 30 20 31

Number of respondents -
(100010 - ) (684) (71) (613) (887) (100) (787)

S means a significant difference ia

Scale used: Fully agrees (7), agrees (6), partly agrees (5), neither agrees nor
disagrees (4), partly disagrees (3), disagrees (2), and entirely disagrees (1).

We tried to get some indications about the validity of the multi-step
flow hypothesis with the help of some statements. It seems that food
innovators need more than others the help of advertising to buy while
the others need more the help of friends, family etc. Advertising seems
to be an equally suitable communication medium for informing both
groups about the existence of new food products. Personal contacts
are more important for the others than for the food innovators.

14. x~-test.
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The conclusion can therefore be that food innovators:
a. are opinion leaders more than others
b. bring their guests into contact with new foods more than others do.

Table 5.3.6.2. Some statements about the multi-step flow hypothesis

Non-panel members Panel members

Food Food
inno- inno-

Total vators Others Total vators Others

- I only buy a new product if
I have heard from family or
friends that it is good or
nice 4.25 3.99 4.28 4.03 3.52 S 4.09

- I only buy a new product
when I have seen it
advertised several times 2.94 3.34 S 2.90 2.98 3.21 2.95

- Without advertising I would
know nothing about the
existence of many new
products 3.96 4.03 3.95 4.07 4.12 4.06

- If there are new products
I usually hear about them
from family or friends 3.91 3.68 3.94 3.58 3.25 S 3.62

Number of respondents (684) (71) ( 613) (886) (100) (786)

S means a significant differencels

5.3.7. Ownership and use of a number of aids

In order to obtain an impression of whether food innovators' activities
extended ownership and use of a number of aids, questions were in-
cluded in the questionnaire for this purpose. Tlte hypothesis was that
because of their greater interest in the diet food innovators possess
more kitchen appliances useful or indispensable in food preparation or
that in any case they make more intensive use of the appliances in
their possession.

Of the appliances asked about only the barbecue proved to have
penetrated further among food innovators than among others (there
was a significant difference for both members and non-members). In-

15. The check was made with the aid of [he Mann Whitney U-test.
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dications of rather greater penetration among food innovators were
found in the case of freezing cabinets or combined cabinets and ovens
(an indicative difference for non-members). In the case of refrigerators,
electric hand mixers (or kitchen machines), electric grills and fondue
sets there were no significant differences between the two groups.
There were, however, differences as regards their use:

Ovens, mixers and fondue sets are used more frequently by food
innovators than by others (significant or indicative differences for both
categories). Barbecues are used among members significantly oftener

Table 5.3.7.1. Possession of a number of aids

Non-members Members

Food Food
inno- inno-
vators Others vators Others

~n qo qo ~o
Possess:
- A refrigerator 94 93 92 92
- A freezing cabinet or a combined cabinet 25 X 17 30 22
- An oven 73 X 64 73 75
- An electric hand mixer or a kitchen machine 73 71 86 78
- An electric grill 7 9 15 13
- A fondue set 34 28 38 29
- A barbecue 23 S 13 19 S 11

Number of respondents (100010 -) (71) (613) (100) (787)

S means a significant difference; X means an indicative differencetb

Table 5.3.7.2. The use of a number of aids

Non-memóers ~i~lembers

Food Food
inno- inno-
vators Others vators Others

~o qo qo oío
- Uses oven at least once a week 41 S 25 45 S 31

- Uses hand mixer at least once a week 49 X 38 58 S 42

- Uses electric grill at least once a week 7 7 13 9

- Uses }ondue set at least once in two months 24 S 12 24 S 11
- Uses barbecue at least once a month 13 8 15 S 6

Number of respondents ( 100R6 -) (71) (613) (100) (787)

S means a significant difference; X means an indicative differencelb

16. Xztest.
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by food innovators than by others. There are no indications of any
differences as regards electric grills.

The hypothesis as regards possession can therefore be dismissed in
a general sense, but sustained as regards use.

5.3.8. Media exposure

As we said before (4.5) it could be that the attitude towards informa-
tion and information assimilation by food innovators might differ from
that of the others. If differences also occur in the media pattern be-
tween the two groups it is conceivable that they might be approached
differently. Although we did not want to go into this too deeply we
decided that some information about the media exposure of the two
groups could be quite useful. Two aspects of inedia consumption were
examined. In the first place it was checked to what extent food in-
novators and others differ in their attitude to Tv commercials and the
extent to which they watch Tv commercials. Among non-members no
differences were observed between the two groups. Among members
there were some indications that food innovators are more favourably
inclined towards Tv commercials and look at them rather more (see
tables 5.3.8.1 and 5.3.8.2)."

Table 5.3.8.1. Attitudes towards Tv commercials

Non-members Members

Food Food
inno- inno-
vators Others vators Others

qo qo qo qo
- I look at them because they are interesting 13 8 18 S 8
- I look at them because I like them 22 19 16 15
- I look because the TV just happens to be on 30 33 35 39
- The TV is on but I do not really look 25 29 28 31
- Do not watch TV 3 5 2 5
- Not filled in 7 5 1 3
Number of respondents (100ofo -) (71) (613) (100) (787)

S means a significant difference

17. xz-test.
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Table 5.3.8.2. Number of commercial broadcasts per week seen by
those who say they look at them

Non-members Members

Food Food
inno inno-
vators Others vators Others

qo qo qo qo
- Less than 5 broadcasts 22 31 23 25

- 5 to 10 broadcasts 52 46 48 56
- More than 10 broadcasts 26 19 29 X 19

- Not filled in - 3 - 1

Number of respondents (100oIo -) (46) (366) (69) (481)

X means an indicative difference

As regards the printed media an extensive list was submitted consist-
ing of national newspapers, opinion weeklies, women's magazines and
illustrated papers. As a whole, food innovators read on average rather
more regularly than the others (significant difference for both mem-
bers and non-members).

Table 5.3.8.3. Average number of papers read regularly

Non-members Members

Food Food
lnno- inno-

Total vators Others Total vators Others

- Average number of papers
read regularly 2.29 2.99 S 2.21 2.36 2.83 S 2.30

S means a significant difference

Table 5.3.8.4 shows the reader percentages for each paper. There are
some differences, but only in one case, viz. `Het Beste' (Reader's
Digest) is the difference significant for both members and non-mem-
bers.
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Table 5.3.8.4. Regularly reading of a number of daily papers, period-
icals and opinion papers

- Algemeen Dagblad
- De Volkskrant
- Het Parool
- De TelegraaflNieuws
- Trouw
- De Tijd~Maasbode
- NRCIHaadelsblad
- Het Vrije Volk

- Margriet
- Libelle
- Eva
- Avenue
- Elegance
- De vrouw en haar
- Ouders van Nu
- Panorama
- Revue
- Het Beste

Non-members Members

Food Food
inno- inno-
vators Others vators Others

~ qo ~o qo
18 14 21 X 13
3 6 7 5
1 4 9 5

van de Dag 20 17 28 X 20
4 4 2 4
- 2 3 2
3 3 2 3
8 4 2 4

huis

49 44 51 46
27 28 29 32
20 X 11 14 12
13 X 6 10 7
4 2 5 4
1 2 7 X 3

20 S 10 7 9
37 S 25 30 24
20 12 18 S 9
25 S 12 20 S 12

- Vrij Nederland
- Elsevier
- Haagse Post
- Accent
Number of respondents

3 3 5 5
13 S 5 5 5

1 2 2 1
8 3 6 3

(100oIo -) (71) (613) (100) (787)
S means a significant difference ~s
X means an indicative difference

5.4. SUMMING UP CONCERNING THE EXISTENCE AND CHARACTERISTICS
OF FOODINNOVATORS

If we wish to sum up this chapter, the main fact that emerges is that
food innovators exist. It is not clear whether food innovatorship is a
more or less lasting characteristic. The fact that only 35 010 of food
innovators were classified as such a second time may perhaps be ex-

18. x~-test.
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plained by imperfections in the measuring instrument. Food innovators
differed from others in a large number of different aspects. We were
very interested to know if there were some general dimensions behind
these different aspects. We therefore decided to do a factor analysis19
on a number of characteristics of all 692 housewives, non-panel mem-
bers. The following characteristics were included:~
- Prosperity level
- Age
- Use of an oven
- Use of an electric hand-mixer or a kitchen machine
- Use of an electric grill
- Use of a fondue set
- Use of a barbecue
- The frequency with which guests were received for meals
- The use of new food products when preparing a meal for guests
- Opinion leadership (according to the Katz and Lazarsfeld questions)
- Frequency of number of commercial broadcasts seen
- Frequency of the number of papers read regularly
- Preference for simple food
- Preference for simple cooking.
As the foregoing list of characteristics concerned in factor analysis
shows, some of those investigated are not included. The main ones are
the classification of housewives according to socio-psychological char-
acteristics and opinion leadership according to the Van Woerkum
questions. They have been omitted intentionally as, in counting the
scores for both characteristics, the statements about `preference for
simple food' and `preference for simple cooking' played a major part.
This would have led to high intercorrelations which would have
pre.vented the obtaining of factors comprising other variables as well.
We chose to include both preferences because these best represent the
interest in food.

Looking at the result of the factor analysis, the two-factor solution
seemed to be most easily interpretable. The explained variance was
38 qo and the factor loadings were as follows:

19. The program used was based on principal components with orthogonal
rotation of the factor matrix.

20. The scales varied from 0-1 scores (opinion leadership) via 1-2-3 scores (for
the three prosperity levels) and 5-point scales (frequency of use of equip-
ment, 5 being `non-ownership' and 1 being used several times a week) to
24-point scales for interest. We realise that these scales do not satisfy the
presumed linearities nor the theoretical requirements for a factor analysis.
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Factor1 Factorll

- Prosperity level (neg.) zt .02 .65
- Age (pos.) .56 .02
- Use of an oven (neg.) .17 .62
- Use of a mixer (neg.) .20 .51
- Use of a grill (neg.) -.06 .57
- Use of a fondue set (neg.) .42 .57
- Use of a barbecue (neg.) .23 .56
- Frequency of receiving guests (neg.) .40 .44
- Using new foods for guests (pos.) -.60 -.04
- Opinion leadership (pos.) -.53 .O1
- Number of commercial broadcasts (pos.) -.13 .23
- Number of papers read regularly (pos.) -.62 -.OS
- Preference for simple food (pos.) .68 .42
- Preference for simple cooking (pos.) .64 .45

There is some overlap between the two factors, but each one has its
own meaning.

Although in Factor I the opinion leadership aspects predominate
over the involvement in food aspects we will somewhat speculatively
call this factor the `involvement in food' factor (whereby we base our
opinion on the assumption that the correlation between the opinion
leadership aspects and the involvement in food aspects is brought in
because involvement in food is a necessary condition for opinion
leadership and not the other way round. We see a positive connection
between the preference for special food and special cooking and the
frequency of receiving guests, the use of new food products when re-
ceiving guests, opinion leadership, the number of papers read regularly
(the last four characteristics have also to do with opinion leadership),
the use of fondue sets and a connection with age (the younger the
more preference for special food etc.).

The second factor we can call the `Prosperity' factor. We find here
a positive relationship between prosperity level and the frequency of
use of a large number of kitchen appliances. There is also a connec-
tion between prosperity level and the frequency of receiving guests for
meals (social position probably plays an important role here) and
preference for special food and special cooking. (People with a higher
prosperity level have to make a special impression on their guests
which explains their preference for special food and special cooking.
They are probably more interested in the impression they make than
in the special food as such).
21. The scores of characteristics or scales are positive or negative. Negative with

prosperity level means that the higher the score, the lower the prosperity level.
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The number of commercial broadcasts seen clearly has nothing to
do with either factor.

In order to ascertain the properties that were most discriminant, a
discriminant analysis was also made. The input was the scores for 13
of the above 14 variables. The variable `frequency of number of com-
mercial broadcasts seen' was disregarded because there was no con-
nection with the other variables. Appendix E gives particulars of this
discriminant analysis. If we look at the results, these are that there are
2 significant and 3 indicative steps, with the following variables (in
order of discriminability):
-`The use of new food products when preparing a meal

for guests' (sign.)
- `Use of an oven' (sign.)
-`Frequency of the number of papers read regularly' (ind.)
- `Age' (ind.)
- `Use of a barbecue' (ind.)
The first, third and fourth variables belong to factor I, the second and
fifth to factor II. Although the forecast of the classification that can
be made does not differ from a chance classification, we believe we
can conclude from this discriminant analysis that the `involvement in
food' factor contributes more to explaining the difference between
the two categories than does the prosperity factor. An analysis of the
significant differences found between the two categories, with the char-
acteristics grouped in the two factors, shows the following (based on
non-panel members).

Factor 1 (involvement in food)

- Age
- Frequency of receiving guests
- Using new foods for guests
- Opinion leadership
- Number of papers read regularly
- Preference for simple food
- Preference for simple cooking

- no difïerence found
- significant difference
- significant difference
- significant difference
- significant difference
- significant difference
- significant difference

The characteristics belonging to factor I more frequently yield a dif-
ference between food innovators and others than do those belonging
to factor II. We believe this substantiates the result of the discriminant
analysis viz. that the `involvement in food' factor plays a rather more
important part than does the `prosperity' factor.
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Factor 11 (Prosperity)

- Prosperity level
- Use of an oven
- Use of a mixer
- Use of a grill
- Use of a fondue set
- Use of a barbecue

- Frequency of receiving guests

- no difference found
- significant difference
- indicative difference
- no difference found
- significant difference
- no difference found in use -

significant difference in possession
- significant difference
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6. The value of food innovators to
market research

E).1. INTRODUCTION

Having so far dealt with the existence and characteristics of food in-
novators we should now like to go deeper into their potential value
to market research. In 6.2 we examine whether food innovators re-
spond differently to a product in their comments during interviews.
In 6.3 we examine whether the prediction value of food innovators'
buying intentions differs from that of other people. In 6.4 we study
the adoption process for a number of new foods. 6.5 gives the con-
clusions.

E).2. VIEWS ON TWO FOOD INNOVATIONS

As described in 4.4 it is very important to obtain a well considered
opinion of tested food innovations. Assuming food innovators' greater
involvement in food we expect them to give a more useful opinion of
the tested product. This may consist of both positive and negative
comments and also of useful suggestions for improvement, At the
same time, food innovators may position the product more clearly
and perhaps discover new dimensions for the marketeer in it. The hy-
pothesis we wanted to test was: `On the assumption that food innova-
tors are more involved in the diet, they can be expected to make more
comments and more relevant comments on the tested innovations:
relevant comments are defined as comments on the product's essential
characteristics or on alternative uses. We think that what is essential
has to be judged within the marketing policy for the product'.

As regards food innovators' making more comments, it may be said
that this assumption arises from their characteristics of involvement in
food. We assume a positive correlation between involvement and com-
ments, i.e. the greater the involvement in the product the more com-
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ments will be made. If this part of the hypothesis is not rejected a
criterion might be found here for predicting the success or failure of
the food innovation. The greater the involvement (and hence the more
comments) the greater the chance of success.

The hypothesis has been tested twice, in a comparable way, with
two different food innovations' (see 4.6.4.3 and 4.6.4.5).

6.2.1. The first product test

In the case the questionnaire included three questions that could
supply more and more relevant comments. They were:

1. Will you please state as fully as possible your opinion of the tested product
and what you consider to be its good and bad characteristics?
Good characteristics : ........................
Bad characteristics : ........................

2. Do you think the product should be improved? Yes O No C
!f so:

a. Will you please state as fully as possible what improvements you think should
be made?

3. For what purpose did you use the product?
t . ................................
2 . ................................
3 . ................................
4 . ................................
5 . ................................

These three questions yielded two significant differences.
A description was given with the product stating that it was low-

calorie. This aspect was raised by food innovators in question 1 more
than other people, with the following class of comments: `good for the
figure~doesn't fatten~fewer calories (27 01o against 17010 ... significant z
difference). Improvements were suggested by significantly 2 more food
innovators than others (85 01o against 75 010).

t. The first product was markedly different in concept and ingredients from
the existing market range. The second had a pronounced difference in form,
concept and ingredients. We examined the extent to which each product was
regarded as new by two samples of 100 housewives. The first product was
regarded as new by SSqo of the respondents, the second by 88010. ln view
of these results both products were regarded as food innovations.

2. XZ-check.
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Table 6.2.1.1. Frequency distribution of number of comments made
(question 1)

Innovators Others
D.f1.1.76 D.f1.1.76

qo qo
Made
- No comment - 1
- One comment 3 3
- Two comments 16 21
- Three comments 37 34
- Four comments 29 26
- Five comments 16 16
Number of respondents (100010 -) (224) (242)
Average number of comments 3.39 3.27

Table 6.2.1.2. Frequency distribution of number of improvements pro-
posed (question 2a)

Innovators Others
D.f1.1.76 D.f1.1.76

olo qo
Made:
- One improvement 53 43
- Two improvements 37 45
- Three improvements 8 11
- Four improvements 1 1
- Five improvements 1 -
Number of respondents who suggested improvements
(100qo -) ( 190) (183)
Average number of impravcmcr.ts 1.59 1.71
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Table 6.2.1.3. Frequency distribution of number of purposes men-
tioned (question 3)

Mentioned:
- No purposes
- One purpose
- Two purposes
- Three purposes
- Four purposes
- Five purposes
- Six purposes
- Seven purposes
- Eight purposes
- Nine purposes
- Ten purposes
Number of respondents (100010 -)
Average number of purposes

6.2.2. The second product test

Innovators Others
D.f1.1.76 D.f1.1.76

qo qo

2
15
40
25
14
4
1

(224) (242)
3.75 3.48

The following questions in the questionnaire for this product test were
of importance to us:

1. R'ill you please state as fully as possible your opinion of the tested product
and what you consider to be its good and bad characteristics?
Good characteristics : ........................
Bad characteristics : ........................

3. Do you think the product should be improved? Yes ~ No ~
If so:

a. Will you state as fully as possible what improvements you think should be
made?

4a. If (a) or (b) is rnarked in question 4: (i.e. positive buying-intention)
On what occasions will you use this product? ( as fully as possible please).

The following differences were noted:
Concerning use occasions, food innovators mentioned `as a snack'

significantly 3 more often than did the others (28 01o against 12 010),
whilst the others mentioned `in case of illness' significantly more often
than did the food innovators. Use `as a snack' fits much better in the

3. Xz-check.
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marketing strategy of the product than does `in case of illness' and we
therefore assess the food innovators' contribution more positively. On
average, food innovators mentioned significantly4 more `good char-
acteristics' of the product than did the others (2.48 against 2.18).

Table 6.2.2.1. Number of comments made (question 1)

Positive comments Negative comments

Food Food
innovators Others innovators Others

qo qo qo ~o

- Made one positive~negative comment 27 28 57 57
- Made two positive~negative commenis 27 39 33 31
- Made three positivelnegative comments 26 21 5 12
- Made four positive~negative-comments 9 7 4 1
- Made five positivelnegative comments 8 4 1 -
- Made six positive~negative comments 1 - - -
Average number of positive~
negative comments made 2.48 S 2.18 1.59 1.57
Made positive~negative comments
(100010 - ) (168) (200) (118) (343)

Table 6.2.2.2. Number of improvements proposed (question 3a)

Food
innovators Others

oÍo olo
- Mentioned one improvement 44 50
- Mentioned two improvements 36 39
- Mentioned three improvements 15 10
- Mentioned four improvements 5 2
Average number of improvements mentioned 1.80 1.64
Number of respondents who mentioned improvements (109) (127)

Table 6.2.2.3. Average number of use occasions mentioned (ques-
tion 4a)

- Food innovators mentioned 2.65 occasions
- Others mentioned 2.39 occasions

4. Mann Whitney U-test.
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6.2.3. Conclusions

The results indicate that more comments are hardly made. As regards
the relevance of the comments, we found in both cases that the posi-
tioning of the product by the innovators corresponded more closely
to that intended by marketing than did positioning given by the others.
The disadvantages of both products were so evident that no differences
were expected in this aspect. The results seem positive enough to un-
dertake further research, especially as regards the value of food in-
novators' views on food innovations.

6.3. PREDICTION VALUE OF BUYING-INTENTION

A second important item of information that should be obtained in
pre-testing new ideas or products is data about future buying be-
haviour. But since test situations (to a large extent inevitably) differ
somewhat from the ultimate buying-situation it is essential to check the
data obtained in this way. Often such data cannot be used in their
absolute terms but must be interpreted in relation to data obtained
similarly in the past. Since these are not always available and more-
over often become quickly obsolete, this faces the market researcher
with a real problem. As described in 4.4 we will try to help solve this
problem. The hypothesis we want to check in this connection is: `On
the assumption of their being more involved, food innovators can be
expected to give a better forecast of their future buying behaviour
towards the test product than can a sample from the whole universe
of potential adopters'. We tested this hypothesis as follows:

Immediately before the introduction of a food innovation we con-
ducted a product test (see 4.6.4.5) which also included a question
about buying-intention (using a five-point buying-intention scale).
After the introduction, those who had tested the product were asked
twice whether they had bought it, as part of the `adoption measure-
ments' (4.6.4.6). The question was first asked one month after intro-
duction and than six months after introduction.

Disregarding those who do not yet know whether they are going to
buy the product, after one month 65 0l0 of the food innovators cor-
rectly predicted their future buying habits as did 60 qo of the others.
After six months the percentages were 66 oío and 63 010 . The null
hypothesis that there is no difference between the two categories on
this point cannot therefore be rejected.
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Analysis of the figures thus shows that food innovators with a posi-
tive buying-intention do actually buy to a greater extent: s
- after one month 63 01o against 34 0l0 of the others;
- after six months 73 01o against 53 010 of the others.
T'he fact that the difference was reduced after six months might in-
dicate that a number of the others have a kind of deferred buying-
intention: they plan to buy the product but need more time to do so
than food innovators.

Table 6.3.1. Purcl2ase of the product after a little over one month

Food innovators Others

Actually Actually
buying buying
(b as (b as

Intending Actually perc. Intending Actually perc.
to buy buying of a) to buy buing (c)
(a) (b) (c) (a) (b) of a)

abs. abs. olo abs. abs. qo

- I shall certainly (49) (33) 67 (39) (16) 41
buy this product

- I shall probably (50) (29) 58 (54) (16) 30
buy this product

Positive buying (99) (62) 63 (93) (32) 34
intention
- I do not know yet (21) ( 7) 33 (35) ( 5) 14

whether I shall
buy this product

- I shall probably (22) ( 6) 27 (42) ( 4) 9
not buy Lhis
product

- I shall certainly {19) ( 6) 32 (34) ( 3) 9
not buy this
product

Number of (161) (81) (204) (44)
respondents
(100010 -)

5. Xz-check.
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Table 6.3.2. Purchase of the product after a little over six months

Food innovators Others

Actually Actually
buying buying
(b as (b as

Intending Actually perc. Intending Actually perc.
to buy buying of a) to buy buing of a)
(a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c)

abs. abs. o!o abs. abs. oIo
- I shall certainly (45) (35) 78 (36) (23) 64
buy this product

- I shall probably (44) (29) 66 (53) (24) 45
buy this product

Positive buying (89) (64) 72 (89) (47) 53
intention
- I do not know yet (18) ( 9) 50 (31) ( 9) 29

whether I shall
buy this product

- I shall probably (24) (13) 54 (36) ( 6) 17
not buy this
product

- I shall certainly (19) ( 7) 37 (26) ( 8) 31
not buy this
product

Number of (150) (93) (182) (70)
respondents
(100010 -)

The food innovators who first said they would not buy the product
clearly included a higher percentage who subsequently did so than is
the case with the others. Curiosity about the product once it is launch-
ed, on sale in the shops and is being advertised obviously overcomes
the original resistance of a large number of food innovators. From the
aspect of learning about food innovators this is very interesting; from
the viewpoint of better prediction of buying habits, it has a very
disturbing effect.
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f).4. ADOPTION CURVES FOR FIVE PRODUCTS

6.4.1. Introduction

In the reference material studied by us we found no reports contain-
ing empirical data on the adoption curve for innovations. In order to
obtain some knowledge of this matter this section measures adoption
for two food innovations. At the same time an effort is made to use
this knowledge to contribute to a better prediction method for the
succes of food innovations.

One product (C) was already described in 6.2 as having a pro-
nounced difference in form, concept and ingredients from those so far
on the market while it was also regarded as new by 88 010 of the inter-
viewed housewives. The other (A) is a product with obvious differen-
ces in concept and technology from those so far on the market. It was
not judged by housewives but by a smaller group of employees of
SOCMAR B.V., a market research agency, and was considered by them
to be an innovation.

In order to place the adoption curves for these two food innovations
in their proper perspective we also examined the adoption of three
other foods (B, D and E) introduced about the same time but which
did not meet the requirement of being different in form, concept,
technology or ingredients from products so far on the market. Hence,
these three foods cannot be regarded as food innovations.

In order to obtain the adoption curves, a total of nine measurements
were made. The first was one to two months after introduction of the
five products, the next five at successive monthly intervals. There
were four months between the sixth and seventh measurements as only
six measurements were planned at first. The evaluation of the results
of these six measurements led to the conclusion that more information
was needed. The seventh, eighth and ninth measurements took several
months to organise. There was one month between each of them. We
did not think it advisable to make a large number of ineasurements on
a sample that had not been thoroughly prepared for it. We were afraid
that this might have caused:
- irritation through filling in the same questionnaire many times
- an influence on buying behaviour from the questionnaire itself.
In order to lessen the irritation factor and the possible biasing in-
fluence as much as possible, two independent samples were used both
for food innovators and for others. These samples were made as com-
parable as possible on the basis of the number of adopted products
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and the correct or incorrect completion of the questionnaire (see ques-
tionnaire 4.6.4.1) and prosperity level, age, region and size of town.
Both samples received questionnaires alternatively, as follows:

TI T2 T3 T4 TS T6 T7 T8 T9
1Slll IS~I2 ISIl ISl2 1S13 1S14 ISIS 15~9 I5~10

- Food innovators, X X X X X
group 1

- Others, group 1 X X X X X
- Food innovators, X X X X

group 2
- Others, group 2 X X X X

To ascertain whether or not repeated receipt and completion of ques-
tionnaires influenced adoption percentages a questionnaire was sent
at T6 to a control group of food innovators and others who had not
yet already had a questionnaire. Of the ten possible differences in
adoption percentages (five products x two groups) only one was in-
dicative and we can therefore assume that repeated completion of the
questionnaire did not affect the adoption percentages.

During the course of the research the percentage net response, which
was over 80 qo in the first measurements, fell to about 70 01o in the
last measurements. The irritation factor clearly played a part in 2 070 -
3 010 of the cases. For the other 10 Io this may have been important,
but other causes are also possible. As this decrease in net response
occurred to a comparable extent in all categories we can assume that
it did not affect the comparison of the results. The operational defini-
tion for adoption was the same as that used for determining food in-
novatorship, i.e. having bought a product and intending to buy it at
least occasionally.

The purpose of the adoption measurements was to obtain enough
data about the adoption curve so that the ultimate maximum adoption
percentages could be obtained by extrapolation. This extrapolation
disregarded possible future effects on the market pattern such as the
emergence of competition, sampling campaigns, etc. The adoption
measurement data are given in table 6.4.1.1. Products A and C are
the two food innovations.
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Table 6.4.11. Adoptioti mcasurement data

C~inlr. gr.
Tl T2 T3 T4 TS T6 T6 T7 T8 T9

In. Oth. In. Oth. In. Oth. In. Oth. !n. Oth. !n. Oth. In. Oth. In. Oth. In. Oth. In. Oth.

- N170 178 167 175 151 174 171 174 154 166 143 155 81 161 138 149 158 161 136 140
A Absolute number of adopters 19 5 23 9 36 14 32 12 49 17 42 11 17 9 51 16 57 20 56 15

Percentage of adopters 11 3 14 5 24 8 19 7 32 10 29 7 21 6 37 11 36 12 41 11

B Absolute number of adopters 28 15 19 10 41 26 34 17 56 29 36 16 18 23 39 27 43 16 43 32
Percentage of adopters 16 8 11 6 27 15 20 10 36 17 25 10 22 14 28 18 27 10 32 23

C Absolute number of adopters 18 6 30 13 24 13 39 16 36 11 38 15 13 14 45 20 54 27 49 22
Percentage of adopters 11 3 18 7 16 7 23 9 23 7 27 10 16 9 33 13 34 17 36 16

D Absolute numberofadopters 82 24 71 26 81 44 80 28 76 43 73 28 33 31 61 44 84 43 65 41
Percentage of adopters 48 13 42 15 54 25 47 16 49 26 51 18 41 19 44 29 53 27 48 29

E Absolute number of adopters 67 41 61 40 60 53 70 43 71 53 54 41 31 31 64 50 71 43 75 50
Percentage of adopters 39 23 36 23 40 30 41 25 46 32 38 26 38 19 46 34 45 27 55 36
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Diagram 6.4.?.1. Adoption curves for product A by food innovators
and others
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Diagram 6.4.2.2. Adoption curves for product C by food innovators
and others
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In the case of food innovations we also wished to test the following
hypothesis because of the better predictability (see 4.4):

`Food innovators and other people have adoption curves (percentage
of adopters plotted against time) the maxima of which will bear a
fixed relationship to each other'.

This hypothesis was based on the following simple notion about
the mode of influencing.

Producer

Personal
influence y Others

If personal influence is the principle persuasive factor for the others
(see also table 2.6.3) and we assume that when food innovators are
more interested in an innovation they express this as a higher adop-
tion percentage then this will also be reflected in proportionally greater
pressure on the others to adopt the innovation. The ratio of ultimate
maxima between food innovators and others is 3.9 for product A and
1.9 for product C. The hypothesis seems difficult to maintain but it
must be remembered that this research covered only two food innova-
tions.

6.4.3. Adoption curves for the three food non-innovations

The following observations car. be made regarding adoption data for
these three products.
1. The data are such as to indicate that there was great confusion

about the products. Consequently, actual adoption of these three
products was probably not measured in any of the three cases and
therefore no comparison can be made with the adoption curves
for the food innovations. Perhaps this confusion is characteristic
of food non-innovations.

2. Besides this confusion, exogenic variables may also have had a
disturbing effect, for instance the emergence of competition, and
market growth for this type of product.

3. Despite the fact that the products are not food innovations, it is
striking that they are clearly adopted more by food innovators
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than by the others. We might explain this with the following hy-
pothesis:
`Based on their greater involvement in food, food innovators are
more inclined to try anything and perhaps adopt it. This applies
not only to products but also to brands. As our operational defini-
tion is fairly wide (to buy the product once more after having
bought it), food innovators may have adopted more brands than
the others with the same frequency of product use and therefore
have a higher adoption percentage per brand. They have less brand
loyalty than the others'.

f).S. CONCLUSIONS

A review of the various test results indicates that the value of food
innovators for market research is mainly in the finding that they seem
to position products better in the direction intended by marketing. In
practice this finding may have the following value:

If research establishes that food innovators do not position an in-
novation in the direction indicated by marketing this strongly suggests
that others will be still less able to do this. On the other hand, if the
others show little appreciation of an innovation this does not neces-
sarily imply failure if food innovators can position the product. Via
personal influence the latter may play a substantial part in removing
lack of appreciation by the others.

In other respects food innovators apparently have little value in
market research.
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7. The influence of the existence of
food innovators on pricing policy when
introducing food innovations

As already described in 4.5 we want to test the following hypothesis:
`As regards the adoption of food innovations, food innovators have

a rather inelastic demand in relation to price'. (By rather inelastic we
mean a price elasticity with an absolute value less than unity).

With this we could demonstrate at least partly (since price elasticity
of problem-oriented housewives has not been investigated for practical
research reasons) that it might be profitable for manufacturers intro-
ducing food innovations to adopt a skimming price policy. The investi-
gation of price elasticity for new foods can be done in a number of
ways. Some are:
a. to introduce the product at different prices in comparable, well-

shielded test markets;
b. to carry out research in a special shop panel (shop test);
c. to send the product to separate consumer samples for a postal in-

use test so that panel members after trying the product can indicate
their buying intention and likely buying frequency;

d. to use the Gabor-Granger method (26) of submitting a number of
prices. The buying intention is asked for each price.

The fact that we were interested in price elasticity with a special group
of consumers comprising only about 10 010 of the universe and that
we had only a limited budget compelled us to choose method (c),
which could be carried out by post with our panel. The research com-
prised the following:

Three samples of food innovators as comparable as possible (as
regards number of adopted products, completed or incompleted forms,
social status, age, region and size of town) were sent a blind specimen
of the innovation for an in-use product test. The basic sample for this
product test was 300 (food innovators) and was used in the first in-
stance to verify acceptance of the product. This basic sample was ex-
tended with two further samples of 100 food innovators each. This
number was chosen because of the number of food innovators avail-
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able and the budget available for this part of the research.'
The investigations included only one variable (the products were

identical, as was the remainder of the questionnaire), viz. the price.
Gabor and Granger (26), however, claim that the price is not only
an indicator of cost (to be regarded as a sacrifice made for the pur-
chase) but also of quality. They say that there is a positive relation-
ship between quality and price which is mainly in perception, i.e. the
dearer a consumer considers a product to be the more she will think
the quality is better, and vice versa. Although this hypothesis is not
generally accepted as true (according to Gardner (27) there is a brand-
quality relationship rather than a price-quality relationship), we never-
theless thought it correct to investigate the extent to which various
prices influence quality perception. If the respondents thought they
were faced with different quality products there would be no further
question of a homogeneous good whose price elasticity could be cal-
culated. The questionnaire included a question about the overall opin-
ion (in a seven-point scale from excellent to poor) to function as a
quality indicator. There proved to be no differences of any importance
between the average scores of the three groups and we therefore
assume that those taking part in all three tests assessed the quality
of the product the same.

Table 7.1. Average score of combined assessment of product

Innovators Innovators Innovators
D}1.1.76 Dj1.2.56 Dj1.3.26

(N - 224) (N - 82) (N - 76)
Average score 5.22 5.02 5.22

As table 7.1 shows the three selected prices were Dfl. 1.76, Dfl. 2.56
and Dfl. 3.26 respectively. These prices were chosen for the following
reasons:
- Dfl. 1.76 was the price the manufacturer was planning to ask for

the product if he should introduce it.

1. The sponsor of the present research considered that testing this hypothesis
was of academic rather than practical importance for its purposes and was
therefore only prepared to furnish an amount sufficient for a modest test. The
manufacturer of the innovation being tested was also not interested in
checking the hypothesis but was kind enough to make enough of the product
available for research under blind testing conditions.
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- Dfl. 2.56 was a price regarded as reasonable for the product by
19 ~lo of the housewives in a preliminary investigation.

- Dfl. 3.26 was a price which we assume would be above the upper
price threshold of most of the respondents (the upper price threshold
is a concept of Gabor and Granger (26) who state that every con-
sumer has a top limit regarding the price above which the cost of
purchase of the product becomes too high for the consumer).

In order to be able to calculate the price elasticity, the expected turn-
over had to be calculated for each price level. This was done by mul-
tiplying the buying frequency (converted into number of units a year)
by the number of potential purchasers. Those who had marked `I
shall certainly buy this product' on a five-point scale were weighted
with one (this means complete reliability was assumed), while those
who had marked `I will probably buy this product' were weighted
with a half (not completely reliable). The others were weighted zero.
On the basis of these calculations it can be assumed that at Dfl. 1.76
a total of 1,057 units would be sold a year per 100 respondents. At
Dfl. 2.56 there would be 461 and at Dfl. 3.26 there would be 425 units.
For calculating the elasticity between two points the following formula

is used (Levenson and Solon, 42) (q' - qz) ~(q' ~ Qz) in which q
(P~ - Pz) ~ (P~ f Pz)

represents the quantity sold and p the price. The price elasticity be-
tween Dfl. 1.76 and Dfl. 2.56 is then found to be -2.12 and that be-
tween Dfl. 1.76 and Dfl. 3.26 is -1.43.

In both cases therefore the price elasticity in absolute value is greater
than unity. Even if we take different weights for those who say they
will probably buy than of one half we still find a price elasticity
greater than unity.z These results, with buying intention as the starting
point, suggest that we must reject the hypothesis and that it will be
advisable for manufacturers of food innovations to be very cautious
and undertake detailed research if they want to apply skimming prices
to food innovations.

2. With a weight of 0.75 the elasticities are -1.86 and -1.43 respectively.
With a weight of 0.25 the elasticities are -2.48 and -1.44 respectively.
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Table 7.2. Buying intention for three groups of innovators

Innovators Innovators Innovators
Df1.1.76 D}1.2.56 D}1.3.26

qo qo qo
- I shall certainly buy this product 33 11 12
- I shall probably buy this product 34 37 22

Positive buying intention 67 47 34
- I do not know yet whether

I shall buy this product 14 26 21
- I shall probably not buy this product 13 15 26
- I shall certainly not buy this product 6 12 18
Number of respondents (100 010 -) (224) (82) (76)

Table 7.3. Positive buying intention and buying frequency for three
groups of innovators (absolute figures)

Innovators Innovators Innovators
Df1.1.76 D}1.256 D}1.3.26
(N - 224) (N - 82) (N-76)

Probably Certainly Probably Certainly Probably Certainly

lx a week
(52x a year) 2 12 - - - 3
lx in 14 days
(26x a year) 17 29 5 5 1 1
lx in 3 weeks
(17x a year) 5 7 1 3 - 1
lx a month
(12x a year) 38 23 16 - 8 3
lx in 2 months
(6x a year) 8 2 5 1 5 1

- lx in 3 months
(4x a year) 7 - 3 - 2 -

Less frequently
(lx a year) - - - - 1 -

Number of
respondents 77 73 30 9 17 9
Number of units
a year per 100
respondents 1.057 461 425
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Part III. Evaluation and summary



8. Evaluation

ó.l. THE EXISTENCE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF FOOD INNOVATORS

Before evaluating the research and its results we ought first to recall
our objectives. We started with a problem, that of the frequent failure
of new products and the high cost involved, and the extensive literature
dealing with the diffusion of new products. We sought a link-up with
this literature and tried to obtain a deeper understanding of the ex-
istence, characteristics and reactions of innovators who play a vital
part in the diffusion theory. For business reasons and as a matter of
personal interest we confined our research to food innovators.

Many enquiries were made concerned with the innovators' char-
acteristics in various fields of consumer behaviour. Perhaps they were
more prosperous, younger, more cosmopolitan, more socially mobile,
perhaps geographically more mobile and more venturesome. Direct
application of these characteristics to food innovators is particularly
difficult. On the one hand, the research results were not entirely con-
sistent and on the other we assume that being an innovator, say in
education or in audio equipment or in food, is unrelated to innovator-
ship in completely different fields (monomorphous innovatorship). It
can therefore be presumed that other characteristics also accompany
these different types of innovatorship. For instance, greater prosperity
is probably the more important factor in a sector where a single pur-
chase is expensive as in the case of durable consumer goods than in
the food sector where a single purchase uses comparatively little pur-
chasing power. It is also likely that prosperity (in the sense of greater
purchasing power) is a condition of innovatorship in this field rather
than its explanation. Apart from these obvious problems of attributing
the noted characteristics to food innovators there are also problems
of the way in which innovators are identified. This has often been
based on their belonging to the first xolo to buy a particular product.
Since we believe that this operationalisation does not select innovators
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alone it is also impossible to regard the characteristics attributed to
the respondents as specific innovator characteristics. We have evolved
an operational definition which we think has two beneficial differences
compared with the more usual methods of identification. On the as-
sumption that the field of foods is monomorphous we have defined a
food innovator as someone who has adopted a number of food in-
novations and at least a minimum number (for our research this was
a minimum of 5 out of 12 or 7 out of 17 innovations in two different
parts of the research).

Taking the adoption of a number of food innovations serves to dis-
tinguish between innovation-oriented housewives and problem-oriented
housewives. This is important, because, if this distinction is valid, the
first category can be expected on the whole to respond quite different-
ly to food innovations than the second category, and we are interested
only in the former.

Operationalisation of the notion of `adoption' is the second im-
provement. One often speaks of having made a purchase. In the case
of durable consumer goods this is practically the same as adopting,
but in foods an initial purchase is less important than whether this
purchase is followed by others so that the product is apparently as-
similated in the pattern of consumption. We think it particularly im-
portant to consider innovators only as those people who incorporate
the new product into their range of consumer goods usage and not
those who buy it only once and then lapse into their traditional pattern
(known as triers). The fact that our method of operationalisation clear-
ly selects different people (with different characteristics?) as innovators
than the methods described earlier is clear from table 5.2.5. Of the
products bought by fewer than 10 qo of the respondents (all of them
innovators according to some definitions), the percentage according
to our selection criterion is only between 24 0lo and 43 0l0 of the
number of adopters. In addition, the total number of adopters proves
sometimes to be not more than 60 qo of the number of buyers (nearly
40 qo triers).

We do in fact realise that our measurement method can be im-
proved upon. Measuring adoption by recording repeat purchases in a
consumer household panel will give more reliable results than our
measurement of intended repeat purchases. But no such panel was
available to us.

On the basis of our definition of adoption we examined whether
the frequency distribution of the number of adopted products per
housewife in our research corresponded to the chance distribution. It
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was very clear that many more housewives had adopted 7 or more
products (in later investigations 5 or more) than the chance expecta-
tion. This group, comprising about 10 0l0 of the population, we have
called food innovators. We also refer to the group of `others'. The
dichotomous separation we have made does not of course correspond
with reality - in which food innovatorship is a more or less continuous
characteristic - but was made purely for research purposes. We must,
however, observe that besides the criterion of `more or fewer adopted
innovations' there are other conceivable criteria such as `the adoption
of fewer such new innovations or just of very new innovations'. Such
criteria are, however, difficult to operationalise.

In examining the characteristics of food innovators we confined our-
selves to certain socio-economic criteria, several ownership and use
aspects of kitchen equipment, questions regarding interest in food and
opinion leadership. We looked for a characteristic that might explain
the assumed monomorphous character of innovatorship. The char-
acteristic we sought and found is described as `involvement in food'.
This is clearly a unique characteristic as regards food. If we ask
whether the characteristic of `involvement in ...' will play an important
role in any innovatorship we believe this to be the case, though in
some product fields other characteristics probably play a major part
as well thereby producing a blend of different motives. What we have
called `involvement in food' is a factor obtained by a factor analysis
which includes the following aspects with a high factor loading:
- interest in special food and interest in special cooking
- opinion leadership
- the use of new food products in preparing a meal for guests.

The last of these is particularly interesting. It might be called a
demonstrative expression of opinion leadership obviously playing a
part besides the advisory expression (measured in terms of opinion
leadership). This demonstrative function might be more important for
foods than the advisory function because:
- a person usually will not demonstrate a product he does not fully

support;
- the guest is put in a situation in which he cannot reject initial ac-

quaintanceship with the product. The product can then prove its
quality directly without the person first having to make a trial pur-
chase.
This demonstrative aspect has not been included in the definitions

of opinion leadership used so far. We believe therefore that future
studies should consider it more specifically.
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Opinion leadership and innovatorship are related via the `interest in
special food' and in `special cooking'. And although it is theoretically
possible for opinion leadership to be a necessary condition of interest
and innovatorship (as a confirmation of the role) this is not likely in
view of the monomorphous character of opinion leadership (a more
polymorphous opinion leadership might in that case be expected). The
central point appears to be the interest from which innovatorship
arises. Based on this an extra dimension is given to opinion leader-
ship, the emphasis of which would seem to be on its demonstrative
aspects.

It might be inferred from this involvement in food that, in Holland,
there is scope for a specialised periodical dealing with eating and drink-
ing like the Swedish `Alt om Mat' or the German `Essen und Trinken'
giving concise information (market research has shown that such a
periodical appeals to food innovators more than to others).

We should like to mention two findings from the research con-
cerning further understanding of what is meant by `involvement in
food'. On the one hand there is the fact that, despite a negative buying
intention in a product test, food innovators after introduction of the
tested product nevertheless bought it to a clearly greater extent than
other people. On the other hand, price research shows that the price
asked for the product has to bear a certain relationship to that of the
product it replaces if the food innovator is to buy it (though the prob-
lems of substitution were not explicitly involved in the measurement
method we assume that they were implied).

Besides gaining an idea of the characteristics and attitudes of food
innovators we also tried to gain some insight into the adoption of two
food innovations by food innovators and by others. Both products show
fairly rapid growth which starts levelling off after six months to a
year. Maxima are approached after periods of 6 months to 18 months.
It should be noted that in the case of both products their manufac-
turers were the only suppliers at the time of the research. The anal-
ogous growth patterns for food innovators and others raise some ques-
tions. On the one hand it might be inferred that personal influence
has a very rapid effect (if this were not the case the others would be
expected first to show slow growth and then more rapid growth as
personal influence takes effect) while, on the other hand, it ís also
possible that mass media information plays a more important role
than personal influence. This would contradict the findings in agricul-
tural sociology (e.g. Lionberger, 43), which we used as a basis.
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Adoption by others remains at a lower level than that by food in-
novators, which is not surprising in view of the high involvement of
the latter. We do not find, however, any confirmation of our assump-
tion that the adoption maxima of the others and of food innovators
have the same interrelationship for both products. The ratios are 3.9
and 1.9.
This assumption was based on the following diagram of an influence
model.

Producer1 1
Food mnovators ~ Others

It was assumed that the ratio of the influence on food innovators and
others by the producer was constant and that the personal influence
of food innovators had a constant ratio. It can be concluded from the
results that one or both of the two assumptions are not correct. Either
the influence of food innovators on others does not have a constant
ratio or else the effect of personal influence is not so predominant as
was assumed (this is also suggested by the fairly analogous growth
curves), or else the ratio of the producer's influence upon food in-
novators and others is not constant.

In any case it is known that promotional expenditure (on Tv), radio,
press and women's journal advertisements, demonstrations, fairs, deals,
folders etc.) during the period from introduction to the end of 1973
was about five times as great on product C(ratio 1.9) as on product A
(ratio 3.9).

This influence model, however, is greatly simplified. It is quite pos-
sible that factors such as quality af advertising, degree af innovation
of the product, product qualities, distribution aspects and the inten-
sity of product need play a role in the relationship between the two
adoption maxima.

Lastly, we conducted research to ascertain whether or not, in addition
to greater understanding of the food innovator as such, their existence
would be of direct value for market research purposes. We found that
the positioning of two innovations by food innovators agreed more
with the marketeers intended positioning than did that given by the
others. Since it is important for marketing men to know, especially for
innovations, whether the planned positioning of the product is achieved
in the foreset segment, research into food innovators may provide
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more scope for observation. In the two cases investigated the different
responses as between food innovators and others were rather disap-
pointing, but this may have had something to do with the choice of
the innovations. Further research would be needed to examine whether
this lack of difference in response is general or is merely specific to
these two innovations. It is, of course, also possible that the largely
similar response of both groups arises because this part of the research
was carried out with a panel. These housewives are so trained to an-
swer questions that differences between the two categories are levelled
off. Research employing non-panel members might indicate whether
this is the (partial) explanation.

ó.2. NECESSARY FUTURE RESEARCH

Our study has not only answered a number of questions but has also
given rise to some. They are repeated briefly below so that further
research might seek to solve them.

There is still too little knowledge of what innovation is and how it
is perceived. It follows that measuring a product's `newness' is a dif-
ficult procedure as well. Perhaps newness is connected with the differ-
ing characteristics of a product while the degree of newness and its
type are determined by the importance of the role these characteristics
play and the effect which the extent of their occurence has on adop-
tion of the innovation. The problem of newness can be illustrated with
two Calvé products: `peanut butter with pieces of nut' and `peanut
butter with honey'. The former product was marketed first and was
the first peanut butter containing extras. But the extra itself was close-
ly related to the basic peanut butter. The latter product followed
later but is the first to add a totally different ingredient to peanut
butter.

Another aspect we think requires attention is whether or not, in-
novatorship is a permanent quality. On the basis of the characteristic
of `involvement in food' which lies behind it we assume this is so but
there are indications (see 5.2) that there might be a big turnover in
innovatorship. When considering setting up panels we believe this is
an aspect which should be clarified, since one of the advantages of a
panel, viz. long-term use of the same people, would then cease to
exist.

Questions also arise about `involvement in food'. In the first place
we should like further research into this characteristic, especially into
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the question of why people are involved in food. Once more is known
about tlie reasons for its existence, food manufacturers might be able
to work more effectively in their efforts to make consumers more
food minded. One might then also examine the precise relationship
between involvement in food, food innovatorship and food opinion
leadership. Is this, as we had assumed, in fact based on involvement
in food?

Two more ways can be indicated for research into this involvement.
Firstly, it would be interesting to find out whether this characteristic
plays any part in other product fields. Secondly, we can quite well
imagine that other features of behaviour than those covered by our
research might be better for measuring involvement in food, for in-
stance patterns of buying, cooking and eating behaviour. A better
definition of the involvement in food characteristic would also be im-
portant because it might discriminate more clearly between food in-
novators and others. This would provide a simpler means of tracing
food innovators than at present.

Lastly, further research seems advisable with the object of making
a better forecast of the chance of food innovations succeeding. On the
one hand there may be other differentiating elements (apart from
adoption maxima) between food innovators and others which could be
used in forecasting, for instance intention-to-try scores, degree of in-
volvement in the product referred from the nature and purport of com-
ments made in research using `open-ended' questions, etc. On the
other hand one might try to estimate the effect of variables such as
personal influence, advertising and distribution on the ultimate adop-
tion maxima of food innovators and others to enable more extensive,
more realistic and more reliable comparisons of adoption percentages
to be measured over time.
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9. Summary

9.1. INTRODUCTION

The starting point of the research was that a large number of new

products fail after introduction. In order to obtain an idea of the pos-

sible reasons for this failure the diffusion theory was studied. This

theory contains four crucial elements:
a. The innovation itself
b. Communication about the innovation
c. Diffusion takes place in a social system
d. Diffusion takes place in a given period of time.
As regards the last of these a further subdivision can be made:
1. Each individual's adoption process
2. Each innovation's adoption process
3. The adopter categories.
The research was concentrated on this last aspect of adopter catego-
ries. The following division into adopter categories is often used (in

order of time needed for adoption):
- Innovators
- Early adopters
- Early majority
- Late majority
- Laggards
The first category in particular, the innovators, is considered to have
considerable influence on the success or failure of an innovation. For
business reasons and as a matter of personal interest the research was
concentrated on food innovators.

9.2. THE EXISTENCE OF FOOD INNOVATORS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS

The first question to be answered is: do food innovators exist and how
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should the notion of a food innovator be operationalised? Our opera-
tional definition comprised two elements:
- firstly food innovators should not have adopted only one but a num-

ber of food innovations (for our research purposes this amounted
to five and seven innovations in two different investigations)

- in the second place food innovations should not be tried out but
be adopted (i.e. repeat purchases should be planned).

Large samples were repeatedly used to ascertain whether there are
housewives who have adopted more food innovations than would be
expected on a chance basis. This invariably proved to be the case. By
definition the size of this category, whom we will refer to as food in-
novators, was about 10 ~lo .

After the existence of these food innovators had been proved a
number of characteristics were examined to see whether food innova-
tors possess these to a differing extent. The principal conclusion is
that the main characteristic (of those investigated) which proves to
differentiate between food innovators and others can be described as
`involvement in food'. This characteristic manifests itself in an interest
in special foods and cooking, opinion leadership, receiving guests and
serving new foods to them. In addition, prosperity level seems to play
a limited part. This `involvement in food' probably also explains why
people are innovators in one subject and not in another (involvement
is subject oriented).

As regards this question it can be claimed that in this research food
innovators clearly emerge as a separate group and are characterised
by a number of features which also explain something about their in-
novatorship.

9.3. MARKETING ASPECTS

In addition to research into the existence and characteristics of food
innovators research was also undertaken into the process of adopting
food innovations. For two innovations the adoption pattern was follow-
ed for one year after which predictions were made by extrapolation of
the ultimately attainable adoption maxima. In the two cases investi-
gated these proved to be reached cornparatively quickly. The most
rapid growth occurs mainly in the first six months.

It was also considered whether the existence of these food innovators
can help in arriving at a better prediction of the success or failure of
food innovations, by testing three hypotheses.
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The first hypothesis was: `Assuming that food innovators are more
involved in food they are likely to make more and more relevant com-
ments about the food innovations they test'. The conclusion following
research was that this hypothesis cannot be rejected and its further
evaluation would be useful.

The second and third hypotheses which were interrelated were as
follows: `On the assumption that they are more involved in food, food
innovators are likely to make a better prediction of their future buying
habits towards the tested product than a sample from the entire uni-
verse of potential adopters' and `Food innovators and others have adop-
tion curves (percentages of adopters plotted against the time) the
maxima of which bear a definite relation to each other'. A test showed
that the second hypothesis probably ought to be rejected: in the case
of one innovation 66 0l0 of the food innovators and 63 qo of the others
had correctly predicted their future buying habits after six months.
Nevertheless interesting differences were found between food inno-
vators and others which even supported the essentials of innovatorship.
As regards the third hypothesis, this also seems hardly tenable: for
two innovations the estimated ratios of adoption maxima were 3.9 and
1.9 respectively. The conclusions regarding presumed better prediction
by food innovators are that the mere addition of the distinction be-
tween food innovators and others does not contribute to any such
better predictability. The conclusion that can be drawn is that food
innovators were distinguished by greater adoption also regarding the
tested products. The expectation that this would be reflected as a
constant ratio was not confirmed.

Lastly a marketing aspect of the existence of food innovators was ex-
amined as regards the pricing policy on introduction. The starting
point for the hypothesis was that if a food innovation is adopted (de-
pending on its price) in the initial stage of its life cycle only by inno-
vators or by housewives with a specific problem that the product
solves, it is quite possible that instead of a penetration price strategy,
as at present almost generally applied for foods, a policy of skimming
prices might be applied. One of the conditions that would have to be
satisfied in that case is that food innovators would have to have com-
paratively little price elasticity relative to their demand (in terms of
absolute value less than one). In one case we examined the price
elasticity and found elasticities of buying intention with an absolute
value greater than one. This result would suggest that the hypothesis
should be rejected.
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Appendices

APPENDIX A. PROCESSING NOT FULLY COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRES ~See 5.1~

As stated in 5.1 many housewives did not completely answer the question about
purchase aii~ future use of a number of new foods in the first questionnaire of
May 1971. The following errors were made per product:
a. answer left blank;
b. only the number of times purchased was entered;
c. only the extent of continuing to purchase was entered;
d. it was stated that the product had never been bought while the extent of

continuing to buy was completed;
e. it was stated that the product had never been bought while it had been

bought a certain number of times; and lastly
f. it was stated that it had never been bought, that it had been bought a certain

number of times, while adding the extent to which it would continue to be
bought.

For some housewives only the information about one product was incomplete or
incorrect, while in many other cases this related to a greater number of products.
In processing these lists a number of assumptions were made:
- if nothing was entered (a), the product had never been bought;
- if only the extent of continuing to buy was entered (c), the product had never

been bought;
- if the form showed it had never been bought while the extent of continuing to

buy was entered (d), it was assumed that the product had never been bought;
- if the form showed the product had never been bought plus the number of

times it had been bought (e), the number of times the product had been bought
was considered correct;

- if the form showed the product had never been bought plus the number of
times it had been bought plus the extent of continuing to buy, it was assumed
that the product had been bought.

In the case of persons who might be regarded as innovators the following
additional assumption was made if they had entered only the number of times
they had bought the product (b or e):

If the product had been bought once it was regarded as not having been
adopted, and if it had been bought more than once it was regarded as adopted.
In this way we found 12.3oIo housewives who had adopted 7 or more products.
To check whether this 12.301o differed greatly from the l00lo group of housewives
completing the form properly the replies to some questions and the characteristics
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of both categories of housewives were compared. In socio-economic criteria
(table A.1) both categories differed considerably, especially in prosperity level,
age and family size. As both `parent samples' differed substantially as to
prosperity level and age, the results for both categories were reweighted for the
national pattern. The group giving incomplete or incorrect answers contained
more D's and fewer AIBC's and more older persons (50 and older) and fewer
younger persons (under 35). Two correlations could now be made:
- between innovatorship and prosperity level;
- between correct or incorrect completion of the adoption questionnaire and

prosperity level.

Table A.1. Socro-econoníic criteria of innovators - according to completion of
adoption question

Innovators
not fully

Innovators completed~
correctly incorrectly
eompleted completed

Prosperity level:
- A~B
-C
-D

Age:
- younger than 35 years
- 35 to 49 years
- 50 years and older

Size of family:
- 1 or 2 persons
- 3 or 4 persons
- 5 or more persons

Region:
- Nielsen I
- Nielsen II
- Nielsen III
- Nielsen IV
- Nielsen V

qo qo

16 12
52 40
32 48

31 18
38 29
31 53

28
50
23

26
35
6

15
18

38
39
23

24
34
6

]4
23

Size of town:
- 3 big towns (including Amstelveen,

Wassenaar, Voorburg and Rijswijk) 26 24
- other towns with more than

100,000 inhabitants 19 19
- 25,000-100,000 inhabitants 16 19
- 7,500-25,000 inhabitants 14 17
- less than 7,500 inhabitants 24 20

Number of respondents (100010-) (411) (447)
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Table A?. Reweighted socio-economic criteria of innovators according to
completion of adoption question

Innovators
not fully

Innovators completed~
correctly incorrectly
completed completed

qo ~o

Prosperity level:
- A~B 16 13
- C 48 43
- D 36 44
Age:
- younger than 35 years 31 22
- 35 to 49 years 30 30
- 50 years and older 39 48
Number of respondents (100010-) (411) (447)

If we take a margin of 5 points for significance, the two groups of innovators
did not differ in psychological criteria (table A.3). Nor did they differ in
retail consumption or opinion leadership. As the two groups did not differ in
these latter aspects and as the differences in socio-economic criteria were, we
assume, due partly to causes having nothing to do with product adoption as
such, we believed both categories of housewives could be combined for further
research.

Table A.3. Psychological characteristics of innovators - according to completion
of adoption question

Innovators
not fully

Innovators completed~
correctly incorrectly

completed completed

- 1. The visible tidiness of the house 69.9 68.9
- 2. Regular cleaning 56.7 59.5
- 3. Involvement in cleaning 50.2 45.8
- 4. The planned household 57.3 57.5
- 5. The freedom in doing domestic chores 59.5 58.0
- 6. Preference for known shop 49.7 50.7
- 7. Brand conservatism 62.9 63.7
- 8. Preference for simple recipes 37.7 41.0
- 9. Involvement in cooking 28.5 29.9
- 10. Conservatism in cooking 38.0 42.3
- 11. Uncertainty and nervousness regarding cooking 23.7 25.2
- 12. Interest in advertising 62.2 62.4
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Table A.3. (Continued)

Innovators
not fully

Innovators completed~
correctly incorrectly
completed completed

- 13. Irritating advertising 57.5 59.5
- 14. Advertising as an indication of quality 34.2 37.2
- 15. Preference for simple food 36.4 40.0
- 16. Resistance to artificial ingredients 62.6 59.9
- 17. Priority of flavour as against food value 37.4 38.7
- 18. Price-consciousness 54.7 55.9
- 19. Household budgetting 43.9 46.1
- 20. Price and familiarity as quality indicators 41.0 42.4
Number of respondents (203) (244)

Table A.4. Retail coi:sumption by innovators - according to completion of
adoption question

Innovators
not fully

Innovators completedf
correctly incorrectly

completed completed

~o qo
- Supermarket 61 60
- Self-service shop 28 25
- Supermarket and self-service shop - 1
- Counter-service shop 7 6
- Supermarket and counter-service shop - -
- Self-service shop and counter-service shop 1 -
- Supermarket and self-service shop and counter-

service shop 1 -
- Not filled in 2 7
Number of respondents (1000l0-) (200) (234)
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Table A.S. Opinion leadership of innovators' - according to completion of
adoption question

Innovators
not fully

Innovators completed~
correctly incorrectly
completed completed

Gave advice on foods in past month: olo olo
- Very often 3 3
- Often 11 13
- Occasionally 63 59
- Seldom 15 18
- Never 9 6
Number of respondents (1000l0-) (198) (230)

~ A more restricted definition was used in this case.

APPENDIX B. RELIABILITY ON TESTING

For testing it was always assumed that:
Significant means p~ Solo ( indicated as S).
Indicative means p S l0010 (indicated as X).

APPENDIX C. THE QUESTIONNAIRES

C.i - Questionnaire for part 4.6.4.1.

14. Please enter a cross below against each of the following products indicating
whether you have never bought it (column 1), whether you have bought it
sometimes and if so, how oftcn (column 2), and whether you intend Lo go
on buying it (column 3).
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If you bought it: Continuing of buying
How o}ten? in the future

Wi11 Will Will
buy buy not

More it it buy
Never 2, 3 than reg- occa- it
bought or 4 4 ular- sion- any-

Description of product: it Once times times ly ally more

(Column Z) (Column 2) (Column 3)

- Duyvis Mix for
chicken O [] ~ (] l7 rJ O

- Risso Sunflower low-
calorie spread ~ O O O (] O ~

- Royco Combi-pack
soup (bag-}-tin) O O 0 O ~ ~ ~!

- Completa (powdered
coffee milk) O O O O ~ ~ -

- Caivé peanut butter
with pieces of nut O O O O O ~ -

- Kraft barbecue sauce ~ (] O (] (] O ~

- Frozen dessert O O (] ~ O O -.
- Canned beer !~ O o a O O r
- Dams ready fried

sliced pota[oes O (] O (] O O ~

- Iglo spinach
à la crème O (] O O O ~ C~

- Teo chocolate
topping O (] O O O (] rJ

- Unox Flemish Stew O O (] O ~ O 7

- Jolly Vienna dessert O ~ O ~ O O I~
- Chicken roll O O O O O O C
- Hero tinned sauce ~7 O O O o o r~
- Melba toast ~ O O C) O O ~
- Unox soup Tomato

Suprême
(Dfl. 1.45) O O O ~ O O C

C.2 - Questionnaire for part 4.6.4.2.

7. Will you please indicate below to what extent you have advised oihers on
foods during the last month.
Very often ~ Often O Occasionally rJ Seldom G Never (]

14. We should like to know something about the shop were you buy your
groceries. Three types of shops are indicated below. Will you please mark
the type where you buy most of your groceries.
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(Enter only one cross)
- Supermarket (i.e. a self-service shop also

selling fresh vegetables, fruit and fresh meat) O
- Self-service shop ~
- Counter-service shop O

15. Do you sometimes visit Ideal Home exhibitions, and if so, how often?
Once a year ~ Twice a year ~ Three times a year O
More than three times a year ~ Never O

C.3 - Questionnaire for part 4.6.4.3.

1. Will you please state as fully as possible your opinion of the tested product
and what you consider to be its good and bad characteristics.
Good characteristics:
Bad characteristics:

a. Will you please summarise your opinion of this product and indicate it with
a cross.

Neither
Very Not too good Not so

Excellent good Good bad nor bad good Bad

O O ~ O ~ O O

2. Do you think the product should be improved? Yes O No O
If so:

a. Will you please state as fully as possible what improvements you think
should be made.

3. For what purpose did you use the product?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4. As you see, this product is still unnamed. A number of names are given
below. Will you please mark which you think to be the best (with 1), which
you think next best (2), etc. Please mark all names.

Mark I to 4
................ O
................ O
................ O
................ O

a. Why do you prefer number 1?
5. Will you please indicate on this card whether you might buy this product

at Dfl. 1.76.
-(a) I shall certainly buy this product
-(b) I shall probably buy this product
-(c) I do not know whether I shall buy this product
-(d) I shall probably not buy this product
-(e) I shall certainly not buy this product
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If (a) or (b) is marked in question S:
a. Will you please indicate on this card how oftea you would buy a unit of

this product.
Once a week O Once every 14 days (] Once every 3 weeks O
Once a month t] Once every 2 months O Once every 3 months C

Less often I~
If (d) or (e) is marked in question S:

b. Why would you not buy this product at this price? ( As fully as possible
please)

6. Will you please mark with a cross which of the following products you use
more or less regularly in your household.

Use regularly
................ O
................ O
................ C

C.4 - Questionnaire for part 4.6.4.4.

The names of a large number of foods are given below. Will you please mark
with a cross against each whether you have bought them and if so whether you
intend to go on buying them.

1. Have you ever bought Yes O No O
Duyvis Mix for chicken? If not, pass on to next question
If so:

a. Do you think you will buy it regularly in the future, will you buy it occasionally,
or will you not buy it again? - Will bu gu yy it re larl O

- Will buy it occasionally O
- Will not buy it again O

2. Have you ever bought Yes O No O
Royco Combi-pack soup (bag ~ tin)? If not, pass on to next question
If so:

a. Do you think you will buy it regularly in the future, will you buy it occasionally,
or will you not buy it again? - Will buy it regularly (]

- Will buy it occasionally O
- Will not buy it again O

3. Have you ever bought Yes C No L~
Completa (powdered coffee milk)? If not, pass on to next question
If so:

a. Do you think you will buy it regularly in the future, will you buy it occasionally,
or will you not buy it again? - Will buy it regularly O

- Will buy it occasionally O
- Will not buy it again O

4. Have you ever bought Yes O No C
Calvé peanut butter wíth pieces of nut? If not, pass on to next question
If so:

a. Do you think you will buy it regularly in the future, will you buy it occasionally,
or will you not buy it again?

- Will buy it regularly C
- Will buy it occasionally (]
- Will not buy it again C
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5. Have you ever bought Yes ~ No G
Elcémel or Becel coffee milk? If not, pass on to next question
If so:

a. Do you think you will buy it regularly in the future, will you buy it occasionally,
or will you not buy it again?

- Will buy it regularly O
- Will buy it occasionally O
- Will not buy it again (]

6. Have you ever bought Yes O No ~
Van Nelle tea bags? If not, pass on to next question
If so:

a. Do you think you will buy it regularly in the future, will you buy it occasionally,
or will you not buy it again?

- Will buy it regularly O
- Will buy it occasionally O
- Will not buy it again O

7. Have you ever bought Yes i] No O
Hero salads (in glass jar)7 If not, pass on to next question
If so:

a. Do you think you will buy it regularly in the future, will you buy it occasionally,
or will you not buy it again7

- Will buy it regularly ~
- Will buy it occasionally O
- Will not buy it again 0

8. Have you ever bought Yes O No []
Dams ready-fried Shoestring (small chips)? If not, pass on to next question
If so:

a. Do you think you will buy it regularly in the future, will you buy it occasionally,
or will you not buy it again?

- Will buy it regularly O
- Will buy it occasionally O
- Will not buy it again O

9. Have you ever bought Yes O No O
De Betuwe mixed fruit drinks? If not, pass on to next question
If so:

a. Do you think you will buy it regularly in the future, will you buy it occasionally,
or will you not buy it again?

- Will buy it regularly O
- Will buy it occasionally O
- Will not buy it again O

10. Have you ever bought Yes (] No Ci
Unox stew Boeuf Strogcmoff? If not, pass on to next questioa
If so:

a. Do you think you will buy it regularly in the future, will you buy it occasiona]ly,
or will you not buy it again?

- Will buy it regularly ~
- Will buy it occasionally (]
- Will not buy it again (]
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11. Have you ever bought Yes O No O
Iglo cheese cutlets? If not, pass on to next question
If so:

a. Do you think you will buy it regularly in the future, will you buy it occasionally,
or will you not buy it again?

- Will buy it regularly '~
- Will buy it occasionally ~
- Will not buy it again -.

12. Have you ever bought Yes O No O
Hero tinned sauce7 If not, pass on to next question
If so:

a. Do you think you will buy it regularly in the future, will you buy it occasionally,
or will you not buy it again?

- Will buy it regularly t]
- Will buy it occasionally ~
- Will not buy it again ~

13. Have you ever bought Yes ~ No ~
Douwe Egberts Dessert coffee? If not, pass on to next question
If so:

a. Do you think you will buy it regularly in the future, will you buy it occasionally,
or will you not buy it again?

- Will buy it regularly ~
- Will buy it occasionally 0
- Will not buy it again O

] 4. Have you ever bought Yes C] No C
Honig spaghetti? If not, pass on to next question
If so:

a. Do you think you will buy it regularly in the future, will you buy it occasionally,
or will you not buy it again?

- Will buy it regularly O
- Will buy it occasionally O
- Will not buy it again O

15. Have you ever bought Yes O No O
Jiffy ( flavour powder for yoghurt etc.?) If not, pass on to next question
If so:

a. Do yoa think you wil] buy it regularly in the future, will you buy it occasionally,
or will you not buy it again?

- Will buy it regularly O
- Will buy it occasionally O
- Will not buy it again O

16. Have you ever bought Yes O No ~-
Iglo frozen soup7 If not, pass on to next question
If so:

a. Do you think you will buy it regularly in the future, wil] you buy it occasionally,
or will you not buy it again?

- Will buy it regularly t]
- Will buy it occasionally ~
- Will not buy it again O
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17. Have you ever bought Yes C No C
Friki chicken ro117 If not, pass on to next question
If so:

a. Do you think you will buy it regularly in the future, will you buy it occasionally,
or will you not buy it again?

- Will buy it regularly (]
- Will buy it occasionally O
- Will not buy it again C

18. Have you ever bought Yes O No O
Iglo Mexico mixed vegetables? If not, pass on to next question
If so:
Do you think you will buy it regularly in the fuhire, will you buy it oc-
casionally, or will you not buy it again?

- Will buy it regularly C
- Will buy it occasionally O
- Will not buy it again C

19. Have you ever bought Yes C' No C
Jolly Italian fruit dessert? If not, pass on to next question
If so:

a. Do you think you will buy it regularly in the future, will you buy it occasionally,
or will you not buy it again?

- Will buy it regularly O
- Will buy it occasionally O
- Will not buy it agaín C

20. Have you ever bought Yes O No O
Unox smoked sausage? If not, pass on to next question
If so:

a. Do you think you will buy it regularly in the future, will you buy it occasionally,
or will you not buy it again?

- Will buy it regularly O
- Will buy it occasionally O
- Will not buy it again O

21. Have you ever bought Yes O No C
Maggi instant gravy ( in glass jarJ? If not, pass on to next question
1f so:

a. Do you think you will buy it regularly in the future, will you buy it occasionally,
or will you not buy it again?

- Will buy it regularly C
- Will buy it occasionally O
- Will not buy it again O

22. Have you bought one of the following products during the past month?
Have bought Have not bougl:t

- Bouillon cubes ~ O
- Beef suet (] O
- Tinned liver paste O C
- Salad oil O C

Below the names are given of a number of domestic appliances used for keeping
and preparing foods. Will you please indicate for each whether you have one
or not. In some cases, where requested, will you please state how often you
use it.
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23. REFRIGERATOR
24. A freezer or a refrigerator with a large freezing

door ( i.e. a two-door refrigerator).
25. OVEN

Yes O No O
compartment and its own

Yes O No O
Yes ~ No O

Question 26
If so:

a. How often do you use it on average?
More than At least
three times At least once every
a week ~ once a week O two weeks ~ Less often O

26. ELECTRIC HAND OR KITCHEN MIXER Yes O No ~
Question 27

If so:
a. How often do you use it on average?

At least
At least once every At least
once a week O two weeks ~ once a month O Less often 0

27. ELECTRIC GRILL

If so:
a. How often do you use it on average?

At least
At least once every
once a week O two weeks

28. FONDUE SET

Yes O No O
Question 28

At least
O once a month O Less often ~

Yes ~ No O
Question 29

If so:
a. How often do you use it on average?

At least At least
At least once every once every Less
once a month ~ two months O three months O often O Never O

29. BARBECUE Yes t] No ~
Question 30

If so:
a. How often do you barbecue on average during the season?

At least At least
once every At least once every
two weeks O once a month O three months t] Less often O

30. Will you please write below as many characteristics of Klop Klop dressing
as possible.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

31. Do you ever prepare a meal at home for guests? Yes ~ No O
Question 32
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If so:
a. How often on average do you do this7

At least At least
At least once every At least once every
once a week O two weeks O once a month O three months O

L,ess often ~
b. Do you ever use new foods for such meals? Yes O No ~
32. If you compare yourself with most people you know, do you consider that

by comparison you give advice on foods oftener, just as often or less often?
- Oftener O
- Just as often ~
- Less often O

33. Has anyone whom you know asked you for advice on foods in recent
months?

Yes O No O
Question 34

If so:
a. Will you please indicate below how often you have given advice on foods

to other persons in recent months.
- Very often C
- Often 0
- Occasionally O
- Seldom (]

34. A number of statements by various housewives are given below. Please
enter a cross showing to what extent you agree. (One cross for each
statement please, i.e. 8 in total).

Neither
agree

Absolutely Partly nor Partly Absolutely
agree Agree agree disagree disagree Disagree disagree

Statements:
- I do not care much about all that unusual food
- I'm in favour of simple food
- I ]ike eating foreign dishes
- I do not think all that exceptional food is necessary
- I can do without the fine cuisine
- I like to stick to simple meals
- I often cook special things
- I like eating out

35. Seven more statements about foods are given below. Please enter a cross
showing to what extent you agree. (One cross for each statement please.
i.e. 7 in total ) .

Neither
agree

Absoltetely Partly nor Partly Absolutely
agree Agree agree disagree disagree Disagree disagree

Statements:
- I usually look around in a self-service shop for any new products.
- Many times I have bought a new product which I had never heard of

before.
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- Advertising for a new product which I have seen or read about is often
a reason why I use the new product.

- I only buy a new product if I have heard from family or friends that it
is good or nice.

- I only buy a new product when I have seen it advertised several times.
- Without advertising I would know nothing about the existence of many

new products.
- If there are new products I usually hear about them from family or friends.

36. You probably meet other women: family, acquaintances, neighbours very
regularly.

a. How many female relatives do you talk to regularly?
Enter number:

b. Do you talk to them often, sometimes or seldom about new foods?
Often ~ Sometimes Ci Seldom 0

c. How many female acquaintances do you talk to regalarly?
Enter number:

d. Do you talk to them often, sometimes or seldom about new foods?
Often O Sometimes ~ Seldom []

e. How many female neighbours do you talk to regularly (not including family
or acquaintances)?

Enter number:
f. Do you talk to them often, sometimes or seldom about new foods?

Often O Sometimes O Seldom C
g. Are there any other women you talk to regularly (at work, your courses,

in clubs etc.)?
Enter number:

h. Do you talk to them often, sometimes or seldom about new foods?
Often ~ Sometimes 0 Seldom ~

37. Do you ever see TV commercials? Yes ~ No 0
If so:

a. Which of the following statements applies most to you? (Mark with a cross
please).

-(a) I look because I find them interesting O
-(b) I look because I like them ~
-(c) I look because the TV happens to be switched on ~
-(d) The TV is on but I do not really look ~

If a,borc:
b. How many T'V commercials do you see on average per week? (There are

four broadcasts each evening).

38. Do you listen to the radio?

- Fewer than 5 O
-Sto10 ~
- More than 10 0

Yes ~7 No O
Question 39

If so:
a. How many hours a week do you listen on average to each of these stations?

- Hilversum I~II ........ hours
- Hilversum III ........ hours
- Veronica ........ hours
- Radio North Sea .. .. .. .. hours
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b. Do you often listen to news bulletins from Hilversum?
Yes G No O

39. Will you please mark with a cross which papers and periodicais you read
regularly. Will you also indicate which of them you or your family sub-
scribed to, even if you do not read them regularly.

Regular reader Subscriber
- Algemeen Dagblad O O
- De Volkskrant O O
- Het Parool O O
- De Telegraaf~Nieuws

van de Dag G O
- Trouw G O
- De TijdlMaasbode o 0
- NRC~Handelsblad O O
- Het Vrije Volk ~ G
- Margriet G O
- Libelle G G
- Eva G O
- Avenue O G
- Elegance O O
- De Vrouw en haar huis O p
- Ouders van Nu G G
- Panorama O O
- Revue O G
- Het Beste O O
- Vrij Nederland O G~
- Elsevier O O
- Haagse Post O O
- Accent G O

C.5 - Questionnaire for part 4.6.4.5.

1. Will you please state as fully as possible your opinion of the tested product
and what you consider to be its good and bad characteristics.
Good characteristics:
Bad characteristics:

2. Will you please summarise your opinion of this product and indicate it
with a cross.

Neither
Very Not too good Not so

Excellent good Good bad nor bad good Bad

G O [] CJ O C ~
3. Do you think the product should be improved? Yes n No ~

If so:
a. Will you state as fully as possible what improvements you think should

be made.
4. As you can see from the packing, such a product will cost Dfl. 1.35 in the

shop. Will you please indicate below whether you might buy this product
at Dfl. 1.35.
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-(a) I shall certainly buy this product
-(b) I shall probably buy this product
-(c) I do not know yet whether I shall buy this product
-(d) I shall probably not buy this product
-(e) I shall certainly not buy this product

a. If (a) or (b) is marked rn question 4:
On what occasions will you use this product? (As fully as possible please).

b. If (d) or (e) is marked in question 4:
Why would you not buy this product at this price? (As fully as possible

please).

C.6 - Questionnaire for part 4.6.4.6.

Dear Madam,
The following is a questionnaire relating to familiarity with and purchase of
several products. Would you kindly complete this questionnaire in full and retum
it to us.
A stamped envelope is enclosed.
Yours faithfully,

1.

2.

Have you ever

How did

heard of, seen or read about........?

you learn about this product?
(More than one answer is possible).
- From the TV
- From the radio
- From a women's magazine

3.

- From a newspaper
- From another paper
- From a folder
Have you ever bought

- Yes O
- No ~
- Don't know ~

How did you know of

Question 2
Question 6
Question 6

its existence?

- Seen in the shop
- From a demonstration
- From family or friends
- From a shopkeeper
- Elsewhere, i.e.
- Don't know

- Yes O Question
- No O Question
- Don't know O Question

O
O00
O
O
4
5
5

If so:
4. Do you intend to go on buying it, will you buy it occasionally, or not again?

- Will buy it regularly ~ Question 4a
- Will buy it occasionally O Question 4a
- Will not buy it again O Question 6

a. Can you indicate how often you may buy it?
- At least once a week rJ
- At least once every

two weeks C
- At least once a month í7
- At least once every

three months L]
- Less often O

If not:
5. Will you indicate with a cross what you think about buying ... in future.
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- I shall certainly buy........
- I shall probably buy........
- I do not know yet whether I shall buy. .. .....
- I shall probably not buy........
- I shall certainly not buy........

The questions 6-25 are the same as the questions 1-5, only for 4 different
products.

APPENDIX D. f)-FACTOR SOLUTION ( see S.2)

Chosen is the 6-factor solution because there were 6 eigenvalues greater than 1.
The cumulative proportion of total variance explained by the 6-factor solution
is 68 010.
The factor and the factor loadings are:

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor
I II III IV V VI

- Maggi instant gravy .06 .OS -.07 -.Ol -.79 .21
- Calvé peanut butter with

pieces of nut .40 -.44 .23 .38 .36 .13
- Elcémel or Becel coffee milk .04 .OS -.88 -.O8 .02 .04
- Hero salads -.16 -.11 .42 .02 -.54 -.28
- Dams ready fried Shoestring

potatoes -.49 .35 .19 .10 .OS .6I
- Duyvis mix for chicken -.14 .22 .13 -.Ol .12 -.79
- Royco combi-pack soup .17 .15 .48 -.49 .34 .07
- Iglo cheese cutlets -.00 -.79 .09 .13 -.03 .07
- Hero tinned sauce .40 .65 .15 .30 -.09 .00
- Iglo frozen soup .65 .15 -.11 .02 .09 -.Ol
- Friki chicken roll -.6l .04 -.19 .42 .1S -.15
- Iglo Mexico mixed vegetables .OS -.Ol -.09 -.86 -.02 -.07
Eigenvalue is 1.64 1.54 1.38 1.32 1.20 1.08

APPENDIX E. DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS BETWEEN THE TWO GROUPS: (A~ FOOD
INNOVATORS AND (B) OTHERS, AS REGARDS THEIR CHARACTERISTICS (See 5.4~

Use was made of the BMD-07M programme 'Stepwise Discriminant Analysis'.
As regards the scales the same observation must be made as for the factor
analysis in 5.4: they do not all satisfy the presumed linearity and strictly speaking
do not satisfy the requirements for discriminant analysis.
According to indications by Frank, Massy and Morrison (25) the two groups
- food innovators and others - are divided into two at random. Discriminant
analysis was carried out for one half of the sample; the other half, which did not
contribute to determining the discriminant function, was classified according to
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this function and used to determine the predictability of this discriminant analysis.
The following significant or indicative steps were made:

Step number Variable entered F-value Degrees
to enter of freedom

1 9(use of new food for guests) 32.56 (S) 1 340
2 4(use of an oven) 5.29 (S) 2 339
3 11 (number of papers read) 2.94 (X) 3 338
4 2(age) 2.74 (X) 4 337
5 7(use of a barbecue) 2.41 (X) 5 336

The division into groups was as follows:

Non- Food Correctly
innovators innovators classified

Participants:
Non-innovators 243 64 79010
Food innovators 9 26 74010

Non-participants
Non-innovators 235 71 77010
Food innovators 16 20 57010

The probability of an individual's being classified correctly is, according to
Morrison (46):

P (correct) - pa -}- (1-p) (1-a)
whereby: p is the true proportion of individuals in group `others'; a is the propor-
tion classifier in group `others'.
p is in our case 0.9 and a- 0.79.
This means that P(correct) - 0.73. This is practically the same percentage
as found for non-participants in this discriminant analysis, showing that the
discriminant analysis makes no contribution to predictability of the classification.
Nor is this likely in view of the high level of P(correct).
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10. Samenvatting

1. INLEIDING

Uitgangspunt van het onderzoek is geweest het feit, dat een groot aan-
tal nieuwe produkten falen na introductie op de markt. Teneinde een
inzicht te krijgen in de mogelijke redenen van dit falen is de `Diffusie-
theorie' bestudeerd. In deze diffusietheorie is een viertal cruciale ele-
menten te onderscheiden. Dit zijn:
a. De innovatie zelf
b. De communicatie over de innovatie
c. De diffusie vindt plaats in een sociaal systeem
d. De diffusie vindt plaats gedurende een bepaalde tijdsperiode

Ten aanzien van het laatste element is een verdere onderverdeling te
maken:
1. Het adoptieproces van ieder individu
2. Het adoptieproces van iedere innovatie
3. De adoptantencategorieën.

Op dit laatste aspect, de adoptantencategorieën, heeft het onderzoek
zich toegespitst. De volgende indeling in adoptantencategorieën wordt
veelal aangehouden (in volgorde van tijd benodigd om tot adoptie over
te gaan):
- Innovatoren (innovators)
- Vroege adoptanten (early adopters)
- Vroege meerderheid (early majority)
- Late meerderheid (late majority)
- Achterblijvers (laggards).
Aan met name de eerste categorie, de innovatoren, wordt een grote
invloed toegeschreven op het al dan niet slagen van een innovatie.

Om redenen van zakelijk belang en privé belangstelling is het onder-
zoek gericht op voedselinnovatoren.
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2. HET BESTAAN VAN VOEDSELINNOVATOREN EN HUN EIGENSCHAPPEN

De eerste vraag die beantwoord diende te worden is: Bestaan er voed-
selinnovatoren en hoe dient het begrip voedselinnovator te worden
geoperationaliseerd? Onze operationele definitie bevatte twee ele-
menten:
- in de eerste plaats dienden voedselinnovatoren niet één maar meer-

dere voedselinnovaties te hebben geadopteerd (voor ons onderzoek
kwam dat neer op 5 en 7 innovaties in twee verschillende onder-
zoeken)

- in de tweede plaats dienden de voedselinnovaties niet te zijn ge-
probeerd maar te zijn geadopteerd (dat wil zeggen er dienden her-
halingsaankopen gepland te zijn).

Bij grote steekproeven is herhaaldelijk nagegaan of er huisvrouwen
zijn, die meer voedselinnovaties hebben geadopteerd dan bij toeval
van ze verwacht mocht worden. Dat bleek steeds het geval te zijn.
Volgens definitie was de grootte van deze groep, die wij verder voed-
selinnovatoren zullen noemen, ongeveer 10 qo .

Nadat was aangetoond, dat deze voedselinnovatoren bestaan is van
een aantal eigenschappen nagegaan in hoeverre deze voedselinno-
vatoren deze in afwijkende mate bezitten. De belangrijkste conclusie
die uit dit onderzoek naar eigenschappen getrokken kan worden, is:
- De voornaamste eigenschap (van de onderzochte) welke blijkt te

discrimineren tussen voedselinnovatoren en overigen kan omschre-
ven worden als `geïnvolveerdheid met betrekking tot voedsel'. De
eigenschap manifesteert zich o.a. in interesse voor en het koken van
bijzonder voedsel, opinieleiderschap, het ontvangen van gasten en
het serveren van nieuwe voedingsmiddelen aan deze gasten. Daar-
naast lijkt welsiand een beperkte rol te spelen.

Deze `geïnvolveerdheid met betrekking tot voedsel' verklaart waar-
schijnlijk ook waarom mensen wel in het ene en niet in het andere
onderwerp innovator zijn (geïnvolveerdheid is onderwerpgericht).

Met betrekking tot deze vraag, kan gesteld worden, dat voedsel-
innovatoren in dit onderzoek duidelijk als afzonderlijke groep naar
voren komen en gekarakteriseerd worden door een aantal kenmerken,
die tevens een stuk inhoudelijke verklaring voor hun innovatorschap
geven.
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3. MARKETINGASPECTEN

Naast onderzoek met betrekking tot bestaan en eigenschappen van
voedselinnovatoren is er ook onderzoek verricht teneinde inzicht te
krijgen in het verloop van de adoptie van voedselinnovaties. Van een
tweetal innovaties is het adoptiepatroon gedurende een jaar gevolgd
waarna met behulp van extrapolatie voorspellingen zijn gedaan met
betrekking tot de uiteindelijk te bereiken adoptiemaxima. Deze blijken
in de twee onderzochte gevallen betrekkelijk snel bereikt te worden.
De snelste groei vindt voornamelijk in de eerste 6 maanden plaats.

Er is ook bekeken in hoeverre het bestaan van deze voedselinno-
vatoren kan helpen om te komen tot een betere voorspelling van suc-
ces of falen van voedselinnovaties. Dit is gedaan via het toetsen van
een drietal hypothesen.

De eerste hypothese luidde: `Indien wij er vanuit gaan dat voedsel-
innovatoren meer geïnvolveerd in voedsel zijn, dan kan worden ver-
wacht dat zij meer en meer relevante opmerkingen maken over door
hen geteste voedselinnovaties'. De conclusie na onderzoek luidt, dat
de hypothese niet verworpen kan worden en dat verdere evaluatie van
deze hypothese zinvol lijkt.

De tweede en derde hypothese die met elkaar in verband stonden
luidden als volgt:
-`Uitgaand van de veronderstelling dat zij meer geïnvolveerd in voed-

sel zijn, kan worden verwacht, dat voedselinnovatoren een betere
voorspelling geven van hun toekomstig koopgedrag ten opzichte
van het testprodukt dan een steekproef uit het hele universum van
potentiële adoptanten' en

- `Voedselinnovatoren en overigen hebben adoptiecurven (percen-
tages adoptanten afgezet in de tijd) waarvan de maxima in een vaste
relatie tot elkaar staan'.

Bij toetsing bleek, dat de tweede hypothese waarschijnlijk verworpen
dient te worden: Ten aanzien van één innovatie had na een half jaar
66 01o van de voedselinnovatoren en 63 0lo van de overigen zijn toe-
komstig koopgedrag goed voorspeld.

Overigens bleken er toch interessante verschillen voor te komen
tussen food innovators en overigen die zelfs het innovatorschap in-
houdelijk ondersteunden.

Ten aanzien van de derde hypothese kan worden opgemerkt, dat
deze eveneens moeilijk houdbaar lijkt: bij twee innovaties waren de
geschatte verhoudingen in de adoptiemaxima respectievelijk 3,9 en 1,9.

De conclusies die met betrekking tot een vermeende betere voor-
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spelling met behulp van voedselinnovatoren getrokken kunnen worden
zijn dat de enkele toevoeging van het onderscheid voedselinnovatoren-
overigen geen bijdrage lijkt te leveren aan een dergelijke betere voor-
spelbaarheid. In combinatie met andere marketing-variabelen zoals
reclameuitgaven of produkteigenschappen is dat mogelijk wel het geval.
Een andere conclusie, welke getrokken kan worden is, dat ook met
betrekking tot de testprodukten voedselinnovatoren zich bleken te on-
derscheiden door een hogere adoptie. De verwachting dat dit in een
constante verhouding uitdrukking zou vinden werd in dit onderzoek
niet bevestigd.

Tenslotte is nog een marketingaspect van het bestaan van voedsel-
innovatoren onderzocht en wel met betrekking tot de te volgen prijs-
politiek bij introductie. Uitgangspunt voor de te toetsen hypothese was
het volgende. Wanneer een voedselinnovatie in de beginfase van haar
levenscyclus alleen door innovatoren of door huisvrouwen die een
sp;,cifiek probleem hebben dat het produkt oplost, wordt geadopteerd
(onafhankelijk van de prijs), dan is het niet onmogelijk dat in
plaats van een penetratieprijspolitiek die nu vrijwel algemeen voor
voedingsmiddelen wordt toegepast een afroomprijspolitiek toegepast
zou kunnen worden. Eén van de voorwaarden waaraan zou moeten
worden voldaan in dat geval is, dat voedselinnovatoren een betrekke-
lijk geringe prijselasticiteit hebben met betrekking tot hun vraag (in
absolute waarde kleiner dan één). Wij hebben in één geval onderzocht
hoe hoog de prijselasticiteit is en vonden prijselasticiteiten van de
koopintentie met een absolute waarde groter dan één. Dit resultaat
geeft een indicatie in de richting van een verwerping van de gestelde
hypothese.
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tend aandacht besteed aan de adviserende fiinktie van deze opinie-
leiders. ~`
O.i. verdient het aanbeveling in de selectievragen ook het demon-
stratieve aspect te betrekken. ~` ~
~` Zie bijv. Elihu Katz and Paul Lazarsfeld: Personal Influence, Glencoe,

The Free Press, 1955 en
C. M. J. van Woerkum: „De selectie van opinie-leiders: een aanzet tot
een nieuwe methode", Sociologische Gids, 19e jaargang, no. 1, januari-
februari '72.

'~ Eva Mueller: „The desire for innovations in household goods" in: Con-
suiner Behavior, ed. L. H. Clark, Harper and Brothers, N.Y. 1958.

6. Toepassing van de politiek van afroomprijzen lijkt voor innovaties
op voedingsmiddelengebied niet aan te raden.

7. Het publiceren van verkiezingsprognoses aan de vooravond van
politieke verkiezingen zou toegejuicht moeten worden.

8. De wensen van de consumentenbonden om te komen tot afschaf-
fing van de verticale prijsbinding (wat prijsverschillen voor het-
zelfde produkt per verkooppunt in kan houden) in samenhang
met optimaal inzicht in de prijzen per verkooppunt (teneinde daar
te kunnen kopen waar de goederen het goedkoopst zijn) en prijs-
aanduiding per standaardhoeveelheid (wat bij afschaffing van de
verticale prijsbinding neerkomt op uitvoering door iedere detail-
list afzonderlijk, wat sterk kostenverhogend zal werken) zijn bij
uitvoering duidelijk met elkaar in strijd.

9. Consumentenorganisaties en fabrikanten hebben gemeen dat zij
beiden trachten de consument te informeren. Een samenwerking
op dit punt tussen bona fide fabrikanten en bona fide consumen-
tenorganisaties zou aan de consument ten goede kunnen komen.

10. Het is uit een oogpunt van milieu-hygiëne wenselijk dat de Over-
heid spoedig via een allesomvattende verbodswetgeving eisen stelt
m.b.t. het produktie-proces van produkten.

11. Het ontbreken bij all risk autoverzekeringen van een relatie tus-
sen premiehoogte (welke constant is) en maximale uitkering in
verband met eigen schade (welke afneemt met toeneming van de
ouderdom van de auto) is onlogisch en omzetbeperkend.

12. De economische levensduur van personenauto's kan tegen relatief
lage kosten (bijv. door verzinking van de carosserie) aanzienlijk
worden verlengd.



Stellingen

1. Het onderzoek naar de rol welke de perceptie van bepaalde eigen-
schappen van innovations speelt bij de adoptie van innovations is
nog nauwelijks op gang gekomen.~` Aangezien te verwachten valt
dat verschillen in perceptie van invloed zullen zijn op de mate en
snelheid van adoptie zou onderzoek naar deze rol bevorderd moe-
ten worden.

' Everett M. Rogers and F. Floyd Shoemaker: Communication of Innova-
tions, The Free Press, N.Y. 1971.

2. Het onderscheid tussen probleem-georiënteerde huisvrouwen en
innovation-georiënteerde huisvrouwen ~` is o.i. zeer fundamenteel.
Het benoemen als innovator van de eerste x o~o die een innovation
accepteert, is een wijze van operationaliseren die dit onderscheid
ten onrechte buiten beschouwing laat.

~ Zie bijv. Fred. D. Reynolds: „Problem solving and trial use in the adop-
tion process", Journal of Marketing Research, Vol. VIII, febr. 1971.

3. Gezien het verschil dat in de literatuur wordt gemaakt tussen het
proberen van een innovation en het adopteren ~ is het o.i. onjuist
in de operationalisatie van wat innovators zijn geen gebruik te
maken van dit verschil. Er zou moeten worden uitgegaan van het
adopteren van de innovation.

~ Zie bijv. Everett M. Rogers: Diffusion of innovations, The Free Press
of Glencoe, N.Y. 1962.

4. Het vergelijken van de resultaten van verschillende onderzoeken
op het gebied van de eigenschappen van innovators wordt bemoei-
lijkt door het veelvuldig gebruik van verschillende operationali-
saties van wat innovators zijn. Standaardisatie op dit punt zou het
onderzoek op dit gebied duidelijk ten goede komen.

5. In de vragen welke dienen om via de zgn. „self-designating"-
methode opinie-leiders aan te wijzen wordt op dit moment uitslui-

Stellingen behorende bij: H. P. Kleyngeld, Adoption of new food products,
Universitaire Pers Tilburg, 1974.
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